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Abstract

A brief review of the dispersion relations and Green's functions for cylinders is

presented initially. Then a novel and computationally efficient numerical procedure is

given for wave scattering by a circumferential crack in an isotropic as well as a laminated

composite cylinder. By employing a wave function expansion in both the circumferential

and axial directions, as well as symmetry and anti-symmetry decompositions, three

dimensional wave scattering is reduced to two quasi-one-dimensional problems. This

simplification greatly reduces the computational time. Illustrative numerical results are

presented for the reflection and transmission coefficients of different incident wave

modes in a steel cylinder and a laminated composite cylinder, each containing a crack

having an arbitrary circumferential length and radial depth. They are shown to agree quite

closely with available but limited experimental data.

The boundary element method is employed lo analyze wave scattering by a crack

that is oriented arbitrarily in an isotropic cylinder. However, computational data are

presented for only two specific orientations that corresponding to an axial crack and a

circumferential crack. A multidomain technique and 8-node quadrilateral elements handle

the singularity introduced by the crack. Computed results show good agreement with

limited available data.
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CtteptsR 1. IxrnooucrloN

Chapter L

Introduction

1.1 Nondestructive Evaluation

Nondestructive evaluation (lttrDE) is a family of specialized technical inspection

methods that provides information about the condition of materials and components

without impairing their future usefulness. NDE examines actual production pieces and

reveals the presence of flaws which can be evaluated to accept or reject a piece. It is one

of the major tools for quality control that is entrenched f,rrmly in industries such as

aerospace, automotive, power generation and transmission, pulp and paper, ref,rnery and

shipbuilding. There are several established nondestructive testing (NIDT) inspection

methods currently in industrial use. They involve liquid penetrants, magnetic particles,

radiography, ultrasonic waves or eddy currents.

Ultrasonic inspection uses complex electronic equipment but material which

transmits mechanical vibrations can be tested for flaws. The ultrasonic instrumentation
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converts electrical pulses into mechanical vibrations. The latter travel across a specimen

and they are partially reflected from flaws. The reflected pulses can be reconverted to

electrical energy that can be measured. Their timing and size determine the position and

size of the flaws.

There are several available ultrasonic techniques such as pulse-echo, through-

transmission, resonance, frequency modulation, and acoustic imaging. Early techniques

used body waves followed later by guided waves. Guided waves have the following

advantages.

The dispersive and multimodal nature of guided waves can be used to

generate many data points in a given frequency range.

The speed of a guided wave is very sensitive to a material's properties.

Comprehensive knowledge of guided waves in a cylinder plays an important role

in ultrasonic, nondestructive flaw detection. This thesis is concerned mainly with the

study of guided waves in cylinders. A brief literature review is presented next that is

related to the theory and numerical modeling of guided waves in cylinders.

l.2Literature Review

The study of guided waves in cylinders usually falls into two categories. One

category corresponds to the analysis of dispersive wave propagation in homogeneous

cylinders. The other is the investigation of the waves scattered by inhomogeneities in a

cylinder. The dispersion characteristics of guided waves are important for understanding
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the properlies of wave propagation. Numerical models are usually necessary for the study

of wave scattering.

The earliest work related to wave propagation and scattering in cylinders can be

found in Miklowitz (1960). The volume edited by Datta et al. (1990) contains references

on recent developments. However, neither review proposed theoretical solutions or

numerical models for finding the wave scattering by flaws in cylindrical structures. A

comprehensive literature review by Soldatos (1994), on the other hand, contains many

references to the general problems of dynamics and vibration of cylinders and cylindrical

shells. ln this section, the focus is placed on the study of dispersion relations and

numerical modeling.

1.2.1 Guided Waves in Cvlinders

The axially sirmmetric, vibration solution for harmonic waves travelling in an

infinitely long homogeneous, isotropic, cylindrical rod was published by Pochhammer

(1876) and Chree (1889). The dispersion equation they obtained relates three variables

which are, in dimensionless form, Poisson's ratio, the angular frequency, and propagation

constants (i.e. the wave number). The dispersion relation satisfies the equations of

(elastic) motion and the boundary conditions for a traction-free surface. Because of its

complexity, no detailed calculations for the phase and group velocities were reported

until 1962 when Onoe at el. pubhshed numerical results over a wide range of frequencies.

Complex wave numbers are used to describe non-propagating and evanescent modes. The

real wave numbers, which are only the ones that are physically realizable in an infinitely
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long cylinder, correspond to propagating modes. However, the complex wave numbers

are needed to satisfy the end conditions of a semi-infinite or a finite cylinder.

A number of approximate theories have appeared for the Pochhammer-Chree

problem. See, for example, the survey of Green (1964). Mindlin and Herrmann (1950), as

well as Mindlin and McNiven (1960), developed an approximate theory for the analysis

of longitudinal waves that included coupling between the longitudinal, radial and axial

shear modes. The theory is based on expansions of the displacements in a series of

orthogonal polynominals in the radial coordinate. Their results are in very good

agreement with the analytical solutions at long wave lengths. McNivenet al. (1966a, b)

presented a theory for axially syrnmetric waves that included the first radial mode, as

well as the longitudinal and shear modes. This theory can be applied to hollow cylinders

having a complete range of thicknesses and it is valid, in the limit, for a solid rod.

Based upon the linear elasticity, the three-dimensional solution of a guided wave

in an infinitely long, homogeneous, isotropic hollow cylinder was studied by Gazis

(1959) and Armenàkas et al. (1969), etc. Their general solution does not need the

assumption of axial syrnmetry. It can be used for estimating the range of applicability of

various shell theories.

An analysis becomes more diffrcult when a cylinder is composed of anisotropic

materials. Under the most general form of the constitutive equations, so far there has been

no published analytical solutions of guided waves in cylindrical shells. However,

analytical solutions are available when simpler materials are considered for many

practical applications. McNiven et al. (1963) and Armenàkas (1965) studied the

propagation of longitudinal and torsional waves, respectively, in an infinitely long,
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composite solid rod. The rod is composed of an internal, homogeneous isotropic, solid

rod that is perfectly bounded by a coaxial hollow cylinder of a different homogeneous,

isotropic material. Moreover, by expressing the radial and axial displacements as a single

potential function of the radial coordinate, Keck and Armenàkas (1971) gave an exact

solution in an infinitely long composite hollow cylinder having three layers of different,

transversely isotropic materials. This procedure can be applied to a laminated isotropic

cylinder with many laminae. However, it is a very cumbersome. Rattanawangcharoen and

Shah (1992a) presented an analytical and numerical procedure to study the dispersion

characteristics of a laminated isotropic cylinder. ln this approach, which is based on the

three dimensional theory of elasticity, a propagator matrix is formulated that relates the

displacement and stresses of one interface to those of another interface. The dispersion

relation of the cylinder is established implicitly from the propagator matrix. Numerical

evaluations are performed by using Muller's (1956) method with an initial solution taken

to as a Rayleigh-Ritztype approximation. Using Frobenius'method, Mirsky (1964,1966)

obtained an exact, infinite power series solution for axisymmetric waves travelling in an

infinitely long, orthotropic, solid and hollow cylinder. Based on the same method but

somewhat a different solution procedure, Nowinski (1967) obtained an exact, infinite

power series solution for a longitudinal wave travelling in a homogeneous orthotropic

solid cylinder of infinite extent. Further results on this subject can be found in Chou and

Achenbach (1972) andArmenàkas and Reitz (1973).

Due to the complexity of the general problem, many researchers have considered

approximate solutions of the dispersion relationship in composite cylinders. Membrane

shell theory is one of the approximate theories used to study the vibration and wave
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propagation in cylinders. Then, only the normal and shear forces acting in the mid-

surface of the shell are considered. The transverse shear forces as well as the bending and

twisting moments are assumed to be negligible. As an extension of the Timoshenko

beam, there is also a "Timoshenko" shell theory. A list of references for various

approximate cylindrical shell theories can be found in the papers by Khdeir et al. (1989)

and Barbero et al. (1990). However, shell theories do not provide suffîciently accurate

eigenvalues required for wave scattering problems. Nelson et al. (1971) and Huang and

Dong (1984) presented a stiffness method to study wave propagation in laminated

anisotropic cylinders with an arbitrary number of laminae. ln this approach, the thickness

of the cylinder is discretized as sublayers. The displacements in each sublayer are

evaluated through the use of interpolation functions that involve displacements solely at

the interfaces between the sublayers and the middle of each sublayer as the generalized

coordinate parameters, i.e. a quadratic interpolation is used. Following a similar

numerical procedure, Rattanawangcharoen and Shah (1992b) considered the dispersion

relation of laminated composite cylinders. Generally speaking, this approach combines a

one-dimensional finite element method with a separation of variables method. Further

applications of this approach can be found in, for instance, Xu and Datta (1991),

Rattanawangcharoen et al. (1994), and Pan et al. (1999).

1.2.2 Numerical Modeling

An ultrasonic non-destructive technique relies on information carried by the

scattered waves. The theoretical analysis of wave scattering in cylinders is generally quite

complicated. However by using a double-integral transform method, combined with the
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saddle point method and stationary-phase and group-velocity concepts, an asymptotic

analysis based on the exact equations of elasticity has been performed to obtain far-field,

head-of-the-pulse information. Such an approach can be found in Davies (1948), Skalak

(1957), Folk er al. (1958), Jones and Norwood (1967).

An approach based on the approximate equations of motion is an altemative way

of studying compressional waves in a rod. Miklowitz (1955) used the Mindlin-Herrmann

theory for a rod and considered a step pressure pulse to obtain a formal solution. He

(Miklowitz 1957) numerically found the near-field response due to various Poisson ratios

and used the stationary-phase method to obtain the far-field response in (Miklowitz

i958). McNiven (1961) considered a three-mode theory to predict the existence of an end

resonant frequency. McNiven and Shah (1967) investigated the influence of the end mode

on the resonant frequencies of elastic hollow cylinders. Their results showed that hollow

cylinders'end resonant frequencies are lower than that of solid rods. High-order (5,7,9

mode) approximate theories were used by Zemanek (1972) to study the same problem.

The least square method was employed in Gregory and Gladwell (1989) for studying the

axisymmetric waves in an infinitely long, elastic rod. The rod is stimulated either by

tractions acting over its end face or by a propagating mode reflected at a free end surface.

Their work shows that the end resonance frequencies depend strongly on the Poisson

ratio.

A wave propagation based, finite element method was employed by KohI et al.

(1992) to investigate the effects of dispersion and end conditions on an axially syrnmetric

pulse propagating in a radially inhomogeneous, laminated, semi-inf,rnite cylinder. The

boundary conditions were a time varying, uniform axial displacement of the cylinder's
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end, together with either zero radial and circumferential displacements or zero shear

stresses at the end. Rattanawangcharoen et al. (1994) used the wave function expansion

method to solve the reflection problem of time-harmonic elastic waves that are incident

on the free-edge of a semi-infinite, laminated circular cylinder. Both the least square

technique and a variational method were employed to evaluate the unknown complex

coefficients and energy fluxes associated with the reflected waves. Numerical results

showed that the variational method provided the more accurate results for a laminated

anisotropic cylinder. A wave function expansion was used, in conjunction with a finite

element method, by Rattanawangcharoen et al. (1997) and Zhuang et al. (1997) to study

the axisymmetric guided waves scattered by a jointed, laminated cylinder and by a crack

in a welded steel pipe, respectively. In this approach, the cylinder is divided into interior

and exterior regions. The interior region contains the welded or jointed region. It is

modeled as a finite element region. The exterior region is represented by a wave function

expansion. These two regions are connected by the displacement and force continuity

conditions at the interfaces of the interior and exterior regions.

ln the analysis of wave scattering by cracks, the boundary element method (BEM)

is another attractive numerical technique. This method involves discretizing only the

boundary of a structure. The governing equation of motion is solved analytically in the

boundary's interior. Another advantage of the BEM is that the interior singularity of the

stress field is avoided near the crack tip. However, the BEM usually leads to a non-

symmetric, non-sparse system of equations, unlike the finite element method (FEM)

which produces a s1'rnmetric and banded system. Cruse (1988) gave an extensive

discussion of modeling techniques associated with the BEM when it is employed to solve
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problems involving cracks. Zhuang (1998) used the boundary element method to study

the axisynmetric wave scattering by cracks in homogeneous isotropic cylinders.

Several experimental studies concerning the lvave reflection and dispersion of a

sharp pulse, as well as mode coupling, are worth mentioning. Oliver (1951) was the first

to experimentally investigate the free end reflection of an axisymmetric wave travelling

in an elastic rod. Fox and Curtis (1958) presented experimental results for longitudinal

and bending waves that travel in a rod when the rod is subjected to a step loading.

Meitzler (1961) reported the phenomenon of mode coupling in wires that can occur when

longitudinal waves propagate at critical frequencies. An experimental study of backward

wave transmission in plates and rods was reported by Meitzler (1965). The backward

wave happens in certain frequency ranges in which the group and phase velocities have

opposite signs. Recently, Alleyne et al. (1998) experimentally and numerically studied

wave scattering by circumferential notches in pipes. Their experimental data showed that

the reflection coefficient of the incident L(0,2) wave is essentially a linear function of the

circumferential extent of the notch whereas the reflection coefficient is a stronger

function of the radial depth of the notch.

1.3 Overview of Dissertation

The objective of the present study is to investigate the propagation and scattering

of guided waves in cylinders. The dispersion relation of guided waves and Green's

function for cylinders are introduced first. Then the wave scattering by a partial

circumferential crack in an isotropic and laminated composite cylinder is described.
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Finally, wave scattering by an arbitrarily oriented crack in a

cylinder is presented.

10

homogeneous, isotropic

1.3.1 Wave Propagation and Green's Functions

The propagator matrix method is used to analyze the dispersion relation of guided

waves in a laminated homogeneous, isotropic cylinder. However, a one dimensional finite

element method is employed in the radial direction for a laminated composite cylinder. ln

either case, a dispersion relation is obtained for each circumferential wave number.

The Green's function is obtained through either an integral transform or symmetry

and anti-symmetry arguments. It can be expressed as a wave function expansion with

summations involving both the circumferential and axial wave numbers. Because of the

divergence of the Fourier series representation of a (singular) delta function, a pulse

having a uniform intensity over a narrow circumferential distance is used to simulate the

delta function. Each Fourier component represents a harmonic, ring-like load that

corresponds to a particular circumferential wave number.

1.3.2 Wave Scattering by a Circumferential Crack

A novel numerical procedure is presented first for studying wave scattering by a

circumferential crack in a steel pipe. The incident wave field is assumed to be one of the

propagating modes generated at inf,rnity. By employing a wave function expansion in the

axial direction and by decomposing the problem into s}'rnmetric and anti-symmetric sub-

problems, th¡ee-dimensional wave scattering is reduced to two simpler problems. By
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employing a transfer matrix method from one radius to another radius, the two sub-

problems are reduced further to two, quasi-one-dimensional problems. This

sirnplification greatly reduces the computational time. The numerical procedure is studied

initiatly for an isotropic cylinder. However, by replacing the exact wave function with an

approximate one, the procedure can also be used to solve wave scattering by a crack in a

laminated composite cylinder.

1.3.3 General Wave Scattering by Cracks

The Green's functions are used in the boundary element method to study wave

scattering in cylinders. Here, the incident wave field is formed by a point load. ln this

study, a multi-domain technique is used, as well as an eff,tcient numerical procedure, for

evaluating the Cauchy principal value integrals and weakly singular integrals (Zhu, et al.

1996 and Zhu and Shah 1997).

1.4 Dissertation's Structure

This thesis is concerned mainly with the investigating the propagation and

scattering of guided waves in cylinders. A literature review is presented in Chapter 1. An

analytical formulation and an approximate model are given in Chapter 2 to determine the

dispersion relations and to evaluate the Green's functions. Symmetric and anti-sl,rnmetric

arguments are employed in Chapter 3 to analyze the three-dimensional wave scattering

arising from a circumferential crack in an isotropic cylinder as well as a laminated

composite cylinder. The boundary element method is used in Chapter 4 to study the
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three-dimensional wave scattering

cylinder. Finally, conclusions and

Chapter 5.

by an arbitrarily oriented

recommendations for further

T2

crack in an isotropic

study are outlined in
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Chapter 2

Wave Modes and Green's Functions of a Cylinder

The study and understanding of wave phenomena in a cylindrical structure is

important for an ultrasonic inspection to detect flaws. A brief review of the wave modes

and Green's functions of a cylinder is given in this chapter together with numerical data.

Two types of frequently used incident fields, namely a single wave mode and a point

load, i.e. Green's function, are discussed. The single wave incidence mode will be used in

the hybrid method described in Chapter 3. On the other hand, a point load input will be

employed in Chapter 4 when dealing with the boundary element method.

There are many analytical and numerical results reported for wave modes in a

circular cylinder. The wave modes of a circular cylinder, expressed as functions of

Bessel's functions, have been given in Gazis (1959) and in Rattanawangcharoen and

Shah (1992a), for example. Zhuang et al. (1999) detailed the Green's functions of a

laminated composite cylinder by using a transform method and conditions of syrnmetry

and anti-symmetry. Further information can be found in these references.

13
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2.1 Wave Modes of Laminated Isotropic Cylinders

The time harmonic wave considered in this chapter is assumed to propagate along

the cylinder's axial or z-direction. The circular cylinder is considered to be infinitely long

and to be composed of perfectly bonded, isotropic elastic layers. The layers may have

different mechanical properties and thicknesses. The cylindrical coordinates (r 0, t),

whose origin is located at the centre of the cylinder's cross-section, is used here with e.,

eoand e, as the corresponding base vectors. See Figure z.I(a). The harmonic time factor

e-i^, where a.r is the circular frequency, is suppressed in the sequel.

2.1.1 Basic Relations for Homogeneous IsotropÍc Cylinders

ln a cylindrical coordinate system, the strain-displacement relation is given by,

t4

where

e=p.$*1r,**n9u*lr.u
OrrÕAôzr

, = {rr,, Ê69, €r", Ter, Trr, yrol'

u={u,, ur, u,\'

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.3)

and

&=[.,,€6,€5], Pr=[eu,e2,e4], 4=[.r,e4,e3], Po=[.r,-eu,0]. Q.4)

The e¡ (i : I, 2, ..., 6) are the fundamental unit column vectors in R6; P,,P a P, and Pe are

six by three real matrices and superscript I represents the transpose. The stress-strain

relation, on the other hand, is given generally by,
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o: D€

where

c ={o,,, aoo, arr, aer, o,r, oro\T

and

1+2p )" )"

7 l"+2¡t ),

)" t ),+2¡t
D_
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(2 s)

(2.6)

(2.7)
p

p

Here )" and p are Lame's constants.

The equations of harmonic motion can be expressed, in the frequency domain, in

terms of the displacement components u,., ue aï7d uz as,

a(v'u, ik Ð+Q"+,4#* r, 
= -p(,)'u,

a(v'u, .3k 
Ð+ 

(t" + ,4#* .fe = - pa'ue (2.8)

/tV'u, + (1 + r)# + f" = - p(D'u"

where

L=ôu, *!-*9!u*4t e.9)ôr r rõ0 ôz

The f,., fe and f, are the body force (per unit volume) components in the r, 0 and z

directions, respectively, and p is the mass density. The traction-free boundary conditions

are given by,

ar, =0, ar\ =0, ao =0, atr = Rr,,,,", and r: Router (2'10)
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where R¡,,e, àrrd Rourc, is the irurer and outer radius of the cylinder, respectively.

The solution of equation (2.8) is given by,

I6

u, =lr' - €h, + + r,f"i,.+Çt)

",:lî t +i(h, -t',fr'0".ø

," =1,, , - t(rt *'JJ h,)]"'''.,u

(2.1r)

(2.r2)

(2.r3)

(2.r4)

where

while

f (r) = A,Z,,(ar)+ BrW,,(ør)

h, (r) = 4/,,*t(þr) + BrW,,,*,(pr)

h"(r) = ArZ,,(þr)+ BrW,,,(pr)

a' = d¡t l c? -€', þ' = r' l "i - ät

rn = 0,1,2,...

A prime superscript in equation (2.1I) denotes differentiation with respect to r, m is the

circumferential wave number, / represents time, f is the wave number in the z direction,

and i = J4 . 2,,, and W,, in equation (2.12) are the Hankel functions n!) ana Uli) ,

respectively. The At, Az, A3, Bt, Bz and B3 are unknown constants. The speeds of the

dilatational and torsional (shear) waves, c1 and c2, àÍê defìned as,

. )"+2u
cí =- and c;

p
(2.rs)

For the special case of a solid cylinder, function Z,,,in eqtation (2.12) is taken as -/,,,, the

Bessel function of the first kind, and B¡: 0.

=L.
p

The stress components are given generally by,
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"'' - fl

tr, -- 'l?''

? f, *fr, - u, .4)Í _ z€hi *zryfn!- 1n.ll
r I r" ) r\ , l)

[r' 
* u' .ry)r -2þn tr)€ n,-r+[r, - i^.J]

L: ,l{ro' - €' - g') f + re(n: . "# r,)l

o,": rl-rT,*în: .(";t-*'Jo -nen:)

o,, : rlrn¿¡' -Th' - i,(r' - u' -ü;r-.1,

(2.r6)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.re)

(2.20)

ar"

m(,
T

and

o,0: rlrT?'-ir) *nçl^,-tÏo)* 
?nt 

*lo'-ry)^,) e2t)
t

where the common factor 
"i(mq+Q) 

is omitted for convenience.

2.1.2 Propagator Matrix Approach

The previous results only pertain strictly to isotropic, homogeneous cylinders.

When a laminated isotropic cylinder is considered, however, a propagator matrix

approach can be used that employs the results in the following manner. First, the

thickness of the cylinder, ^Ë1, is discretized into N sublayers to model the radial

inhomogeneity. See Figure 2.1(b). Consider fhek't' layer, for example, which is bounded

by the r: Rk and r : Rk*t surfaces. By using equations (2.11), (2.16), (2.21) and (2.20),

the displacement and stress components at the interface r: Rk can be expressed as
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with

l8

{T.} 
: 

'' {å}
(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

and

o: (4 A2 o,)' , ": (4 B2 
",)". ez4)

Subscript Ë indicates the nodal values at the Ét' interface. By repeating the above

procedure at the surface r : Rk*r and using equation (2.22), the following relation is

achieved

u, : (''* uer 
',0 )t' '^

Crek or'tu)'

P*' : Q**rQi'

{:;} 
:*{T.}, 1(k<N

with

The six by six matrix P¿ is called the propagator matrix for the k't' layer. The specific

form of matrix Q¿ is given in Appendix A. (Also see Rattanawangcharoen and Shah,

1992a.) Once the wave numb ef, 6 , is known for the given frequency, a ? or vice versa,

equation (2.25) can be used to evaluate the displacements and stresses at each sublayer.

Special consideration has to be given to the innermost core for a solid cylinder. In

order to have a bounded solution in the region 0 < r < Ro,,t",, the function Z^ in equation

(2.12) is taken as .,/., the Bessel function of the first kind, and B¡ : 0. The displacement

and stress components at the interface r: Rr satisfy the relation,

S, : KUr. (2.27)
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When the wave number, (, and displacement components, U7, are known, equations

(2.25) and (2.27) can be used to calculate the displacement and stress components at each

interface. Details of matrix K can be found in Rattanawangcharoen and Shah (1992).

They are reproduced in Appendix A for convenience.

By repeatedly applyrng relation (2.25) in each successive sublayer of the hollow

cylinder, the displacement and stress relation befween the outer and inner surfaces can be

found to be,

(2.28)

19

{T;}='{i}
with

' , _[R, R,lp = fI p"*,_o = 
Lnr, ;r:r).

Then the dispersion equation for a hollow cylinder is given by,

(2.2e)

(2.31)

det(r,,)=0. (2.30)

On the other hand, the last formulation has to be combined with equation (2.27) for the

final sublayer of the solid cylinder so that the corresponding dispersion relation takes the

form,

det(P,, + KPr, )= O.

In deriving equations (2.30) and (2.31), the traction-free boundary condition (2.10)

applied. The P in equation (2.29) is a six by six, complex matrix whereas the Pq, i, j :

2, in equation (2.29) are three by three complex matrices.

IS

T,
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2.2War-e Modes of Composite Cylinders

Laminated composite cylinders possess general anisotropy so that the

corresponding wave modes cannot be determined analytically. Howeve¡ semi-analytical

finite element method - the Rayleigh-Ritz-type approximation (Huang and Dong, 1984) -

may be used to determine the wave modes. In this method, only the radial dependence is

modeled by the one dimensional finite element procedure.

The displacement components) urz t¿a) and ur, of the Ëh layer (see, for example,

Figure 2.1(b)), which is bounded by R¿ and Rn*t, are approximated by interpolation

polynomials in the radial direction as,

u(r, 0, z)= N (rt)q(e, t) Q32)

with

r : nr(q) Ro + "r(n) 
R,, I nr(n) Rr*, (2.33)

20

N(q) :
frr00frr00frr00
0rr00tur00n,r0
00rr00tur00h,,

(2.34)

and

q(0, z):{urt, ttg¡, n2¡. ur2, u02, uz2, ur3, ues, urs}r. (2.3s)

In equation (2.32), the nodal displacemenTs u,¡, uo¡, and u,j, j : I, 2, 3, are taken atthe r:

R¡, r : R,, : (R¡+R¡ra¡)|2, and r : Ræt surfaces. The interpolation polynomials, ni, aÍe

quadratic functions given by,

,r(ù -- i(n' - n), nr(n) :7 - n',,,r(n) : i(n' + n), -r < n <1. (2.36)

It can be shown from equations (2.33) and (2.36) lhat,
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1r7 11

and

21

- -7-n , , r|_n Rrrr, _r
2'"r' 2

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.42)

(2.43)

2r-R.-R..
n- Ë K+t. A <r1R.' Ru*r-R^, ' k- '{rr

The general relation between the stress and strain components in a typical sublayer is,

o:Da

where D is a 6 by 6 matrix of anisotropic elastic moduli for which the unique axis

coincides with the z-axis. The o and e are stress and strain vectors defined in equations

(2.6) and (2.2), respectively. Substituting equation (2.32) into equation (2.i) gives the

strain vector as,

s=B,U+8, ôu*B ôu
a0 'ðz

where

B, : P, 
mq-(q) *'dr

Combining equations (2.39) and

system as,

1Po, B, : 
;PrN 

(ry), B, : P"N (ry) . Q.4l)

(2.40) gives the stress vector in the global coordinate

o: D,{J *rrff*r,#
where the stress-transformation matrices, D¡ (i : r, 0, z), are defrned by,

D¡: DB¡ i: r, 0, z .

Hamilton's principle is used next in the form,

I2

8 I(, -v)dt =o
rl

(2.44)
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where â is the first variation. Z and V, on the other hand, are respectively the kinetic and

(total) potential energy that are given by,

Then the governing equation in the frequency domain is formulated conventionally for

the entire cylinder. It takes the form,

K.,.Q + KuQ,, + K"Q,, -KrrQ,r, -K"uQ,", - K,"Q.,, - ø'Mq = I Q.46)

where Q,B = ffi ^"aa,==#. The K,,, Ks6 K,ø K,, and M are real, symmetric

matrices but IÇ and KB are real, anti-symmetric matrices. They are given by,

, = )r'f", pu'u ¿/vot and v = +f", 
e'De ,/vol .

R,

M =2n JRN'Nrat
A¡

, i = rr0rz

Blono)rdr

(2.4s)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.4e)

R"

K,, =2tr [Yfon,ra,
4

R,

Kr, =zr [(n[nr" +
4

and

K¡ =2

Vector Q in equation (2.46)

cylinder.

A solution of equation

assumed to take the form,

BIDBi -BIDB,)rdr, i : g,z . (2.s0)

ains the nodal displacements along one radius of the

(2.46) that represents harmonic wave propagation can be

R,

"il
R,

cont

Q(0, z) = Qosi("o* 'É'\ (2.sr)
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where Q6 represents the nodal amplitude vector, { is the wave number in the z- direction,

m is The circumferential wave number, and d¡ is the circular frequency. Substituting

equation (2.51) into equation (2.46) results in the set of linear homogeneous equations,

(-ä'l<r+i(K,-K,)Qo +ø'NIqo = g (2.s2)

where

Ko : R,", Kr: imKr. - K", Kr: *'Kru * i,mK, + K,, . (2.53)

For a given frequency, at, the quadratic algebraic eigenvalue problem (2.52) can be

rearranged as,

23

I o rlla, l ,[r olla, l
lr'vt -x, ¿x, .JlEq, J 

= n 
Lo x. _llgq, J 

' (2.s4)

The eigenvalues of the general eigenvalue problem (2.54) are the wave numbers, f. The

upper half of the eigenvectors corresponds to the wave function, Q6. Equation (2.54)

serves as the dispersion relation for an anisotropic cylinder. The eigenvalues of equation

(2.54) are used as the initial approximations when solving equation (2.31) for an isotropic

cylinder by using Muller's method (Muller, 1956).

2.3 Green's Functions for Cylinders

The elastodynamic Green's function for laminated, anisotropic, circular cylinders

has been studied numerically by Zhtang (1998) and Zhuang et al. (1999) using integral

transform and modal summation methods. As these two methods give equivalent

numerical results and the Green's functions obtained from the transform method are used

later, only a brief discussion of the transform method is given next.
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Equation (2.46) is derived for no body force. When the Green's functions are

involved so that a point load (i.e. a body force) is needed, this equation should be

modified accordingly. Assume that the time harmonic, unit magnitude, concentrated load

has the form,

1

f (r,0 , ",t) 
: a, : õ (r - rr) d (e) a (t) 

"-'''
1: a¡ 16 (r - ru)6 (e)a (z)e-'''

where 4x) is the Dirac delta function and

a.I = ãrer + d,oeo + d,ze,, ll"rll = t

is the direction cosine of the load whilst ll.ll denotes the length of a vector.

(2.ss)

(2.s6)

(2.s7)

As stated earlier, the cylinder's thickness is discretized into N sublayers.

Therefore, there are (2N+1) nodes in the radial direction. Lel 16 coincide with a finite

element node point, Assume that the node number corresponding to r¿ is rz¿. Then the

spatial representation of the body force (in the finite element sense where the consistent

force formulation is used in the computation - see, for example, Bathe (1982)), takes the

form,

F(0,2,t) =r,Iu (e)a (z)e-'''

where

ßu ={a,ef,r,drll,o,d"El,o}t e Rt'*t, N,,, =3(2N +l) (2.58)

is the radially distributed force vector. The e,,, is the fundamental unit vector in R2ru*1.

Then equation (2.46) may be rewritten as,
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K,,Q+ KrQ,, +K,Q,, -KruQ,r, -K"rQ,,r-K,"Q,,, -ú)'MQ = lnra (e)6 (r) . (2.59)
tb

Because of the non-convergence of the Fourier series representation of flÎ), it is

approximated here as an impulse that has a uniform intensity in the circumferential

direction between -êu s 0 < êu. Thus, ü,Ø is approximated as á 1d¡ *h"r",

25

ltl(ze,), -âoso <êo
õ (0):1 t

I O, otherwise.

The Fourier series of function á14¡ rr given as,

Ele¡= f ,,,,u,,,,,

where

1 1 "in(*e,)
2n' "nt 2r 

^êo 
) m = tI,t2,...

expressed as a

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

Fourier series of theTherefore, the solution of equation (2.59) can be

variable d so that,

Q(e,z)= I e,,,(zþ'^u .

Substituting equations (2.61) and(2.63) into equation(2.59) yields

of ordinary differential equation of the Fourier coefficients, Q,,(z),

t€,

(x, - øtM)e,,, - K,e,,,, -K",e,,,,, = !-nua (r)

(2.63)

the following system

ffi:0, 11, t2, ...,

(2.64)

The matrices lfu, K1 and K2are defined in equation (2.53). The Fourier integral transform

(Sneddon, 1951) is used for the z-dependent quantities , Q,,(z). it is given by,
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.f (t ,,) = # f) r Ø eik-= dz, f (r) = J2" î (k,,,¡"-'r^'¿k,,, (2.6s)

where Æ,, is the transform parameter. Applyrng the transform to equation (2.64) gives,

[(^, - ,'M)-ikK, +k'K.-lÕ-= I sn'

-' r 
'lZtt r,

1

''^= Jr-ïuu

26

t;

F, (2.66)

The quadratic equation (2.66) can be recast into a first order form (as done already in

equation (2.54)) so that,

Ax = ÆBx+ F, (2.67)

where

l- o I-lA:l l.
[a.r'M - K, iK,]

(2.68)

and

b

"=[; J,], ,.={,å,,}, u,={;,}

(2.6e)

Equation (2.67) comesponds to a forced motion. Its solution can be represented by a

modal expansion of the corresponding homogeneous system (2.54). For a given circular

frequency, o, and a specified circumferential wave number m, the eigenvalues of the

general eigenvalue problem (2.54) are k,,,,(n:1,2,...,2N^). M,, is the length of vector

F¿. (See equation (2.58).) The corresponding left and right eigenvectors are,

q!,,,, ={;* } qr,,, = 
{;L;}

(2.70)

Superscripts Z and -R in the above relationships represent the left and right eigenvectors,

respectively. Subscripts / and u, on the other hand, stand for the lower half and upper half
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of the eigenvector, respectively. The bi-orthogonality relations of the right and left

eigenvectors are,

(ri,,)' Aql* = k^n7,u,6,r, (qt ,)t "*f, 
: Bn,nõ,p, rx, p =r,2,...,2N,, (2.71)

and

Bu,,:(r!,,)'Bqf,,, = (vt^,,,,)' {¡|;,,,,,, -(et,,.,)' R.g';,,,,,, n=1,2,..',2N,,,. (2.72)

Note that there is no sunìmation for the indices m or n in equations (2.71) and (2.72).

Thus, the solution of equation (2.67) is given by a modal expansion as,

*=f x,,e;,,,' (2.73)
tt=1

The coefficient x, is determined by using the bi-orthogonality relation (2.71).It is given

as (see equations (2.68) and (2.69)),

x,, =
(e1,, )'n,, (e1,,, )'4, 1 ,,, (eí",, )' r, (2.74)

(k,,,,, - k) 8n,,, (k,,,,, -k)8,,,,, Jzo ru (k,n,, -k)8,,,

Hence, the transformed solution, Q,,,, -@ S m 1æ, which is the upper half of the solved

vector x, has the form,

27

(2.7s)

The Fourier coefficient Q,(z) is derived from equation (2.75) by employing the inverse

Fourier integral transform. It is given by,

- 2N,,, t ,,'*l*;"L., .A
Õ,,, : I x,ll,u,,u =ã; àftjffir:,,,.,,

(2.76)

Before applyrng the Cauchy residue theorem (Mitrinovic and Keckic, 1984) to the last

equation, it should be noted that the eigenvalues may be divided into two groups. One
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group having real eigenvalues corresponds to waves traveling without decay from the

origin along the z direction. The other group has purely imaginary or complex

eigenvalues and represents amplitude decaying waves. Then equation (2.76) can be

simplified to,

Q,,, (r)=
-r^| 

(qí! )'F, 
,,ï,n,,,u,0,,,,,, , z > o

t6 n=t Drr,,

-üf (qíu)'F, 
el,n,un-,*.,,,, , z <o

t6 n=l Drr,,

(2.77)

where the wave number (or eigenvaltJe, k,,,,,) is either a positive real number or a purely

imaginary or complex number having a positive imaginary part. The Green's function of

the cylinder is given by equation (2.63).

2.4 Numerical Applications

Illustrative numerical results are presented in this section for wave spectra and

displacement Green's functions corresponding to a circular cylinder that is composed of

isotropic or laminated composite materials. These results are used in Chapters 3 and 4 for

solving wave scattering problems in cylinders. Examples i and 2 involve wave spectra

for isotropic and laminated composite materials, respectively. Example 3 employs a

convergence check of the Green's function arising from a point load in an isotropic

material. The geometrical configuration of each cylinder is shown in Figure 2.1 .
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Example 1

The cylinder to be considered here was investigated, both experimentally and

numerically, by Allel.ne et al. (1998) and Lowe et al. (1998). It is made of steel so that

the longitudinal and torsional wave speeds are given by,

ct = 5.96x103 mf s, c2 =3.26x103 mf s (2.78)

respectively. Young's modulus is 216.9GPa. Two different pipes are considered that have

a diameter of 76 mm or 152 mm and a thickness of 5.5 mm and 7 mm,respectively.

Results for both cases are found to be quite similar. Therefore, for the present study, the

inner radius, Rir,r"r, and thickness, ¡1, are chosen to be,

Ri,uu, =38mm and H = 5.5mm. (2.79)

The Poisson ratio, v , and the ratio of the thickness to the mean radius, HlR, are,

respectively,

v =0.287, Hf R= 0.135. (2.80)

The frequency spectrum for the longitudinal wave (m : 0) and the first flexural

wave (rn : 1) are shown in Figure 2.2. The phase speed is given as a function of

frequency in Figure 2.3. The non-dimensional frequency, Ç), and the non-dimensional

wave numb eÍ, y, ate used in these figures. They are given by,
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Thus, a frequency of 100kHz corresponds to O: 1.06. Figures 2.2 and,2.3 show that

there are two longitudinal modes (Z(0, 1) and L(0,2)) and three flexural modes (F(1, 1),

F(7,2), and F(1, 3)) propagating at this Ç) : 1.06 non-dimensional frequency. Other

modes F(m, n), m ) l, propagate at this frequency but they are not given so that a direct

comparison can be made with the limited data ofAllewe et al. (r99g).

Figure 2.3 shows that the 5.29mmf ¡n speed of the L(0,2) and F(1, 3) modes is

nearly independent of frequency in the range f) : 0.6 - 3, or in the dimensional range

frorn 56.6KHz to 283KHz. This value is somewhat higher than the speed (c :

5.22mmf ¡u) of the ¿(0, 1) mode at very low frequencies. Note that the phase speed of

the F(1, 3) mode approaches that of the L(0,2) mode at frequencies higher than about

751<Hz. The phase speed of F(l, 2) approaches the shear wave speed, c2.

Due to their essentially non-dispersive nature over a signif,rcant frequency range,

the incident waves for wave scattering in a cylinder are selected as L(0,2) and F(l, 3) in

chapter 3. The behaviour of these two wave modes is highlighted in Figure 2.3.

Example 2

A two-ply [0"/90o] graphite/epoxy, composite cylinder is considered next. The

thickness of each sublayer is taken to be equal, i.e. H1 : Hz :0.511 where the hollow

cylinder's total thickness is H : Ht + Hz. The ratio of the thickness to the mean radius of

the cylinder, H/R, is 0.1. The elastic properties of each ply are listed in Table 2. i .

The non-dimensional frequency, Ç), and wave numbeÍ, % are defined in equation

(2.81). The reference frequency and wave number are given here by,
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(2.83)

respectively.

Table 2.1 Laminated composite cylinder's material properties (C¡¡ in GPa). 0"
corresponds to the e direction.

Lamina Cn Ctz Cn Cn Cu p (glcm3)

0o lnside 13.92 6.92 6.44 r60.73 7.07 1.8

90o Outside t3.92 6.44 6.92 13.92 7.07 1.8

The frequency spectra for m equal 0 and I are shown in Figure 2.4.\t can be seen

from this figure that, there are three propagating modes for m :0 and f,rve for m : I in

the non-dimensional frequency range 1 < e) < 3. There are five propagating modes for 2 <

m 1 4, and four for m :5. For ffi : O,the first cutoff frequency is Ç) : 2.523. For m: I,

the cutoff frequencies for the 4th and 5rfr modes are, respectively, 2.525 and.2.545; for m

: 2, They are 2.531 and 2.600.

Figure 2.5 shows the variation in phase speed for different frequencies when m :

0 and m: l. It can be seen from this figure that the phase speeds of each of the two wave

modes, ¿(0, 1) and F(1, 1), are almost constant when 1 < c) < 3 (or, altematively, from

94.3I{hz to 283[{hz). Thus, the numerical results presented in Chapter 3 for wave

scattering in a composite cylinder are in this range of O. (The analogous frequency-

thickness product is between 0.3 < ÍH < O.9mml¡ts.) Moreover, the incident waves

correspond to the ¿(0, i) and F(1, l) modes that are highlighted in Figure 2.5.
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Example 3

Green's functions are used as incident fields in Chapter 4 for wave scattering

problems solved by utilizing the boundary element method. Here, the results of a

convergence check are shown in Figure 2.6 for an isotropic material. The material

constants are the same as those used in example 1'

The point load acts on the outer surface of the cylinder, i.e. at (Rou,",,00, 0;. The

observation points are all along the radius of the cylinder at 0 :450 and z : Hl4' As

discussed in the previous section, the Dirac delta function is approximated by the

uniformly distributed force, E (e) The results shown in Figure 2.6 are for five different

angles, êo, rungrng from 0.00i to 0.2 (radian). The maximum values of lGølG¡ool that

occur along r are presented. Here, M is the maximum circumferential wave number used

to calculate the Green's function by employing the transform method. (See equation

(2.63), for example.) G¡ut is the displacement Green's function involving the summation

of circumferential wave numbers from -M to *M, see equation (2.63).It can be seen from

Figure 2.6 thatmore terms are needed u, áo d""..ases. For êo: O.l(radian), for instance,

lGoo/G¡ool 
:1.005 which gives arelative difference of merely 0.5%. Therefore, when the

boundary element method is used in Chapter 4, 4 it tuktn as O.l(radian) for the

approximation of fl?) and M equal to 60 is used for the wave mode expansion.
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(b)

Figure 2.1. Conf,rguration of (a) an isotropic cylinder, and (b) a laminated cylinder. Riu,,",'.

inner radius, Rou¡¿,: outer radius, 11: cylinder's thickness
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Frequency (kHz)

Figure 2.3. Phase speed as a function of frequency for a steel pipe. H/R: 0.135 and

v:0.287
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Figure 2.4. Frequency spectrum of a laminated cylinder [0'/90"]. (a) Longitudinal wave

(m: 0), and (b) flexural wave (m: 1)
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Figure 2.5. Normalized phase speed versus frequency
cylinder with H/R: 0.1. (a) *:0, and (b) m: I
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Figure 2.6. Co^nvergence check for a point load locatedat(Ror,rr,0o, 0).The response is
taken at (r, 450,0.251Ð
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Chapter 3

Wave Scattering in a Cylinder

3.1 Introduction

Circular tubes and pipelines are used extensively in the energy and transportation

industries. These structural components are norTnally fabricated from metallic or composite

materials. Damage occurs with handling, service load, natural disturbances, and

environmental causes. Of particular interest in this study is the stress corrosion cracking

that occurs in pipelines used in the oil, gas, and petrochemical industries. Ultrasonic

nondestructive techniques are being developed to inspect the structural integrity of such

industrial pipelines.

Guided waves in cylindrical pipes are similar in nature to those in plates. However,

many more modes are excited in pipes (Alleyne et al., 1998). This difference makes an

appropriate mode selection very critical for the success of an ultrasonic technique for a

pipeline's inspection. The problem is complicated further if there are large cracks in the
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pipe's wall. Thus, it is important to have accurate theoretical studies of ultrasonic wave

propagation and scattering in cylindrical pipes.

As shown in previous studies (see, Zhuang et al., 1997 and Rattanawangcharoen et

al., 1997), the hybrid method is effective for axisymmetric, wave scattering problems.

However, for the three-dimensional scattering problem considered by Alleyne et al. (1998),

either the hybrid or the full finite element method entails considerable, time consuming

computations. The objective of this chapter is to give a more efficient combined

analyticaUnumerical tool for the investigation of three-dimensional wave scattering by a

circumferential crack in a cylindrical pipe. A treatment for arbitrarily oriented cracks is

presented in the next chapter.

3.2 Description of the Problem

The problem of an infinitely long cylinder is considered. The cylinder is assnmed to

be homogeneous, isotropic or anisotropic. The crack is an ideal mathematical crack

occupying a region located in the plane z: 0. It can have both an arbitrary length in the

circumferential direction and an arbitrary depth in the radial direction. The geometry of the

cracked cylinder is shown in Figure 3.1. A time harmonic incident wave having angular

frequency ø and wave number (*r, where Ë denotes the circumferential wave number and /

is the axial wave mode, is generated at z : + co and travels in the negative z-direction.

In order to model wave scattering by a partial or fully circumferential crack, the

problem is decomposed into a symmetric problem and an antisyrnmetric problem about the

plane of the crack. This approach has been used by Zhuang et al. (1999) to solve the
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Green's function for a cylindrical shell. The scattered wave fields are expressed, in this

approach, as the sums of admissible wave fi.rnctions in the axial direction. The wave

functions have been studied in Chapter 2. During the calculation of the reflection and

transmission coefficients, the cylinder is discretized in both the circumferential, g, and.

radial, r, directions over the cross-section z: 0. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Boundary conditions for the slrnmetric and anti-symmetric problems are imposed on these

discrete points (nodes). Then, by using a transfer matrix approach, the problem can be

simplified to a quasi-one-dimensional problem.

The objective of this study is to investigate how the circumferential length and

radial depth of circumferential cracks affect the wave scattering characteristics in a

cylinder. Reflection and transmission coeffrcients are presented for a steel pipe, as well as

for a laminated composite pipe, for various incident wave fields. The principle of energy

conservation is used to ensure accurate numerical computations. Reflection coefficients in a

steel pipe for the incident L(0, 2) mode are compared with the experiment data of Alleyne

et al. (1998).

3.3 Symmetry and Anti-symmetry Arguments

Because of the linearity of the governing equations and boundary conditions at z :

0, the superposition principle can be used. Also, the displacement and traction components

at the plane z : 0 can be arranged into two groups. One group has displacement

components in the radial and circumferential directions, as well as a traction component in

the axial direction, that are all prescribed. The other group contains the axial displacement

component and the traction components in the radial and circumferential directions. It can
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be shown that the quantities in the first group are known when the extemal forces are

symmetrical about the plane z : 0. On the other hand, quantities in the second group are

known if the external forces are anti-syrrmetrical about z:0.In either case, only half the

pipe (z > 0) needs to be modeled. Then, by using superposition, a solution to the general

three-dimensional case can be constructed.

3.3.1 Modal Expansion

ln the numerical procedure, a wave function expansion method is used to represent

the three dimensional, incident and scattered wave fields travelling in the axial direction. It

should be pointed out that material properties affect the wave modes but not the overall

numerical procedure.

Assume that the incident wave is generated at z : + co and travels in the negative z-

direction. Scattering (i.e. reflection and transmission) occurs when the incident wave strikes

the crack located al z : 0. The scattered wave field has a f,inite number of propagating

modes and an infinite number of non-propagating modes. Due to sirmmetry and anti-

symmetry considerations, only the reflected wave field needs to be evaluated in the positive

z-direction. (Note that the time dependent factor e-i^ is suppressed again in the following

formulation.) The displacements and stresses of the wave field are expanded as,
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and

ttí N' M

6", (T,0, 2) : Ð t o n,,,n (T) o^.,,*,,"n(""*r,,,',', : I S",,u, {r) 8,,, {z) ur,.,,.rn"'u
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with

Ãkt,,, = {o0,,,,
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u ,,^(r) =1u,,^,(r)

U o,^(r) =lttr,.,(r)

tl ,,,(r) =lu,^,(r)

s-,, (r) =1o,,,,,,(r)

s,r.,, (r) =1o,r,,,, (r)

S",,,,, (r) =lo 
",,,,,, 

(r)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

and

(3 6)

The a¡¡,,u, are unknown complex coefficients that need to be determined. The first two

subscripts, k and l, of the coefficients indicate the wave numbers of the incident wave in the

circumferential and axial directions, respectively. The last two subscripts show the

coefficients of the scattered wave fields corresponding to the wave numbers, m and n, in

the circumferential and axial directions, respectively. The symbol x e C'n'n means that x is

a complex matrix having order m by n. Il may be pointed out that the number of axial

modes, ly',,,, need not be the same for each circumferential wave number, m. The
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displacement wave functions, Lti,uu,, i : t, 0, z, are derived in Chapter 2. The stress wave

functions a¡,u,u i, j : r, 0, z, are obtained from the general displacement-strain and stress-

sti:ain relations.

For computational purposes, the continuous functions used in expansions (3.1) and

(3.2) areevaluated at discrete points of the cross section containing the crack. This cross-

section is divided into 6-node elements having a uniform distribution in both the

circumferential and radial directions, as shown in Figure 3.2.The number of divisions in

the radial and circumferential directions is p and q, respectively. ln order to represent the

circular cross-section, three nodes are used in the circumferential direction. With the

geometry of the mesh shown in Figure 3.2, consistent forces can be obtained by using

standard procedures (see Bathe, 1982) from the stresses associated with the wave modes.

Expansions (3.1) and (3.2) satisfythe traction free conditions required on the inner

and outer surfaces of the cylinder. Hence, only the boundary conditions at the end, z : 0,

have to be satisfied. Because of the crack's existence, care must be taken on this region of

the cross-section when dealing with the boundary conditions. Traction-free boundary

conditions for both the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical cases are imposed on the crack

face. Therefore, for the symmetrical case, the boundary conditions are given by,

s =sr +sR ={:i}.{:;} = o, at z =o (3.7)

with

,r=ll;Ì, r, =Yl lr^ì l¡'^)

lr:) ¡ii'l'" 
=tÍ;l' 

" 
=l#l'

For anti-symmetry on the other hand, the boundary conditions are,

(3.8)
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A=A.1+AR aT z :0 (3.9)

with

", 
1ï,1 

Ã'* 
lï1 ",:{r} ^* 

-1ï,} (3.10)

Thef,,feandf, are the consistent force components in the r, 0andz directions, respectively,

at the boundary z : 0. Superscript l and ,R represent quantities associated with the incident

and scattered wave fields, respectively. Subscript C and N, on the other hand, represent

whether a given point is located in the cracked or the uncracked region, respectively.

Without loss of generality, assume that the nodal sequence is ananged so that the first P6

points are located in the cracked region with the remaining P¡v: P - P6'points located in the

uncracked region.

Consider the symmetric case first. It should be pointed out that, when the mixed

displacement and force comp onents f,, fs and u" are known, the dual component s u,, 116 àîd

/ are unknown for the point located in the uncracked region and vice versa. For the cracked

region, all the force components are known and the corresponding dual displacement

components are unknown.

Pointwise evaluation at the cross section z : 0 of the summation in equations (3.i)

and (3.2) leads to,

8,, (0) : ¿iae [1 1 "' i] e R'"'- .

Vectors Sf and Sf that are used in the boundary conditions (3.7) may be rewritten as,
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Så = Gåa, Sl = Gf,u (3.11)
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where

46

Gå = [Gå,-,
Gf = ["i -'

u = {uo''-'

Gå," ] . ç3PcxN

Gi," ] . ç3PrxÀ

ur.r\' e cN''

N. = Il/, .

n=-M

(3.12)

(3.13)

. (3.14)

function expansion is given

(3.1s)

and

Irá,,,,,-]
Gå,,, = 1ryf,r,, I e c'P.'"', Gfl,,, =

Laá.,,,,]

total number of wave modes, i/6 considered in

F,f,',,, 
-l

Fir.' 
Iuf, Ilv,;,nt )

he wave

a g3P¡uxN,"

The

by

The N,,, is the number of axial modes corresponding to the circumferential number m. The

À¡¡,p7of equation(3.13)aregivenbyequation(3.5).Thespecificformsofmatrices Fj,.,.,,

F[,e,,, , Få,,.,,, F,f,,,,, , Fnj,r,, and lJlu.,,,,are presented more conveniently in Appendix B.

In a similar manner, the incident wave field, S/, can be constructed as,

SL=nto,gL.o,, Sl = ato,E'*,o. (3.16)

Here, vector EL,u is obtained from the /'r' column of matrix Gf,o after replacing each r and

á directional force component by its negative value. The vector gí,," ir obtained from the

/t/' column of matrix Gf,,, after replacing each z direction force component by its negative

value. The a[ is the amplitr:de of the incident wave.
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Equation (3.7) is solved by using the principle of virtual work. This is accomplished

by forming vectors Tj and Tf , which are the dual components of vectors Sf and Sfl , as,

47

with

The specific

Appendix B.

HT:Ilf,^tr,-,

Hl = ["i -'

Iuå,',' I
Hå,,:luå,,,, 

I

Luå,-,,,,_]

form of the block

Ht,"l€ C'"'"",

Hf,,"] € C'"n*",

Iufl,,,,,-l

I [JÍ,,r,,,, I e ç'"n.'"'' .

1",f,.,,,, -]

in equation (3.20)

{:',1
lf"^ )

I n'ì
lu, I

4"i l, ri, =
l": )

nl
n{,

Tj=

,^={r}=[ii]"

, Hl.,n =

matrices appearing

o - -nrItål. l*å'lã: -aI'["1] 
1*;-,1

(3.r7)

(3. i 8)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

can be found in

a 63PcxN,,,

Applyrng the principle of virrual work to boundary condition (3.7) by multipllng it

with the dual components, fj and Tf , ¡elds,

(3.2r)

Here the * superscript denotes the complex conjugate plus matrix transpose.

The solutions of equation (3.2I) are the reflection coefficients that are associated

with different wave modes. Knowing these coefficients, values of the displacement and

stress components are readily obtained at different locations in the cylinder by substituting

the coefficients into expansions (3.1) and (3.2).

Inå l- [cå

l';l [";
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3.3.2 Transfer Matrix Approach

It should be noted that equation (3.21) is derived by using pointwise conditions.

Due to the large number of nodes in the two-dimensional mesh of plane z: 0, as shown in

Figure 3.2, this procedure is computationally demanding. If a transfer matrix is considered

from radius to radius, instead of from point to point, calculations can be performed more

efficiently. This idea is based upon the circular symmetry of the cylinder's geometry and

the physical characteristics of the problem. (See, for example, the expansions (3.1) and

(3.2).)

Lel p be the number of nodes in a radius and q be the number of subdivisions in the

circumferential direction. Def,rne two adjacentradii, 0:2inlqand 0: (2j +I)rfø,for j

: 0, 1, ...,8-1, as fhe¡'t'radius pair. Without loss of generality, assume that qç radii pairs

are located in the cracked region md q¡u are in the uncracked region.

Consider two vectors, fr,,,r,, € C"t*t ffid fr,.,,u, € C"""' , which are in the n'h column

of the matrices Fj,,,,, and Ff,,,,, given in (8.1) and (8.2), as an illustrative example. These

two vectors are evaluated at all the nodes of the cracked and uncracked regions,

respectively. The specif,red forms of these two vectors are,

48

f * ,,,,u, =

fy:,.,:),,

f!Í'.t)
:

tl.i:,.,i,i,)

€ C"t't (3.22)

.. qc+qN) are

(2t+t)nfø.

where r!.),,,,,, .C""' (J

vectors evaluated at

: 1, 2, .- ., qc) and

the two adjacent

f,!1),,,,,,. c""' (J : qc+|, qc+z, ..

radii pair 0 :2inlqand 0 -
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Considering the wave functions in equations (3,1) and (3.2), it can be shown that the values

of the two vectors , f!.),,,,,, and ff',).,,,, , are obtained by using only a rotation, 
"2irn(i'r)idÇ 

, of the

two vectors ffl|,,,,,, and fl),,.,,, . Therefore, the following relations hold,

r!),,,, = lttft,',,,,,,, 1 < j < q, (3.23)

and

fll,',,,,,, = ),t^-'fji' ,.,,,,, Qc+r< j sq = qc * q, (3.24)

49

where

'Â'^ = ¿2i^'ll '

Thus, equation (3.22) can be rewritten in a more compact form as,

f c.,, u,, = L r,. -f é',), ^,, 
f *,,,^, = Â 

",,, 
f,{j.)'."',

with the transfer matrices, Ä.,", and LN,,,, given by,

and

(3.27)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.28)

Here, Î is the unit square matrix of order 2p,where2p ìsthe total number of nodes in a

radii pair. With the help of equation (3.26), the matrices Få,.,, attd F,f,,,,,, can be expressed

âS,

Fá,,,,, = 
^.,,Fli).1,,, 

F1,,,,, = À",,F,$I,. e.zg)

All the other matrices given in Appendix B have similar expressions. By using these

expressions, the matrices Gf and Gf, can be shown to have the following forms,
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(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

and

ci Ã" 
"Gf)ä ]

= [Ã",-'c*)1,,. Ãr,,,cf}ìl

[-4..,,, I hr ", I
Ãr.^ =l ^.., I 

una Ãr,,, = | Lr.^ 
lecuoo,"u, 

. (3.32)

L ^.,-l L A".l

The block matrices, C!)j anO GÍÏ, are obtained from G!,, and Gf,,,, by replacing the

corresponding force and displacement components with their reference vectors. The latter

are evaluated only at the first radius pair. Similar relations hold also for the matrices H!,

Hfl and vectors Så, Sl.

With the above simplifications, the following results are obtained,

tl
(": ). cå = | rtc,,,,,,,(rlï )- 

c[]j, ... 
| 
. .'."L]

tl
(ul ). .i = | rtN,,,,,,.(r$ï, )."ll[, ... 

i 
. .""

L]
("å).rå € ct*t
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(nÍ,).si =

and

Fc,rrr,rr, + F N,rrrr,, = Q6 rr¡n,

| 
ø"' for Tnr: rn2

Pc,,*,: 
1 1 

- 
ì"'*, for ffi, * ffi,

l1-À-, ''',' 
I

| 
ø' ' for rmr : rnz

l"r,^,,,^ : I 1- À11,r,, r^- *,t2 .lorrn.=nL2
[ 1-À"'''" I

l,rr,rr, = îr,rlrr, -'zi(m'-a')rl 
q

Equations (3.37) and (3.38) may also be written as,
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:l
a, ^r(øP7)' e*lf, I 

. .'"':J (3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

(3.40)

where

õ,,,,n,, ={l :"t 
Trl't = rm2 

Q'41)
f0, for n'Lt + m,.

Substituting equations (3.33) through (3.36) into equation (3.21) results in the final

equation,

[(": ). cå + (nÍ ). ci 
] " - -a'.[("å ). si + (nf ). r'" ]

(3.42)

It can be seen from equations (3.33) to (3.38) that all the matrices need be

computed solely once, i.e. only for the first radius pair. ln other words, the circumferential

discretization does not affect the size of the matrices or the computational time. Hence, the

problem is reduced to a quasi-one-dimensional nature.
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When qc equals Q, c1¡vbecomes zero. This condition arises from an axisymmetrical

crack. Then it is obvious that 7tc,,,,,,, =0, when mr*tnt2, FN.,,,,,, =0 for a\l m, and m,

ànd þc,,,n,=q.Therefore, matrices (rri)'ci ano ("i,)-Gfl are reduced to a diagonal

block form. Furthermore, the vectors in equarions (3.35) and (3.36), (rrå)tså and

("i,)-Str, are reduced to zero. But the k't' blockvectorremains unchanged. Hence, the

problem has a smaller dimension and only the wave modes related to the circumferential

wave numbet, k, and the incident wave number in the circumferential direction, need be

considered. In this situation, it is straightforward to show that the subdivision in the

circumferential direction does not add complexity to the numerical procedure because

parameter q is eliminated from the final linear equation.

Once the linear equation (3.21) is established, the reflection coefficients for the

symmetrical case can be obtained. The anti-symmetrical case can be solved similarly so

that it is not repeated for brevity. Knowing the solutions of these two cases, the reflection

and transmission coefficients , Rkt,rr,, aÍrd T¡¡.,,,,,, for the complete problem are derived easily

âS'

R, - 
otrr,rr, * olr,r*,

and T" : oto''n"' - -ol''""'- - l.'l,utn 
2OtO,

(3.43)

anti-symmetricalTh" of,.,,,,, ffid of;,.,,,,,

I .t¡n. ñ 1' Za,

represent the solutions for the symmetrical and

problems, respectively.
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3.3.3 Energy Conservation

One of the physical quantities of interest is the mean total energy flux. Energy is

carried only by the propagating modes existing at a given frequency. The time-average

energy fluxes of the reflection and transmission waves for the mn't' propagating mode are

given by,
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E 1,, = @ | R 0,,,,,r, * 
[ 
i a;,0 ^,rar) and, 8",,, = a I Tu,,,n r' r*[in; ,w.,,a,) e 44)

The R¡¡,o,n and T¡¡.^,rare the reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively. g,,,,, is the

displacement mode, i.e. the eigenvector derived in Chapter 2. Fn, is the corresponding

force obtained from the regular stress-strain and strain-displacement relations. The mean

total energy flux is obtained from the sum of the energy fluxes carried by all the

propagating modes that are involved in both the reflections and transmissions. It is given

by,

E,o,o,=Z(g:,,, * Ei,,)

The mean energy flux of the incident o.tu;;, the similar form,

(n- I
E,n = Øt*l Jn[,ç*rar l.

\Â' )

Define ¿ as the percentage difference in the energy balance or,

(3.4s)

(3.46)

, =18,, 
- E,o,n,l" 

roo% .

| 8,,, 
I

(3.47)
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Since there is no energy dissipation during wave scattering, ¿: 0 because of energy

conservation. Thus, the value of ¿ serves as an accuracy check of the numerical data.

3.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

The method described in the previous section to analyze the effect of planar cracks

located in a cross-section of a pipe wall can be used for both isotropic and anisotropic

materials. As shown before, the crack can have both a circumferential length and an

arbitrary depth in the radial direction. (Note that the crack need not break the pipe's outer

surface.) Now ft is defined, again, as the half circumferential crack angle (in radians), d is

the crack depth, measured from the pipe's outer surface, and the non-dimensional crack

length, Z, is given by,

L_ 2Rqo
(3.48)

2nR

where R is the mean radius of the cylinder. The non-dimensional crack depth, D, on the

other hand, is,

D_ (3.4e)

where ,fl is the pipe's thickness.

Two examples are considered to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the

present approach.

1. The first example is a steel pipe that was investigated by Alleyne et al. (1998) and

Lowe et al. (1998). The same geometrical and material properties are used so that
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the present method's predictions can be compared directly with the experimental

observations.

2. The second example is a 2-ply [0'/90"] graphite/epoxy hollow cylinder. This

example demonstrates the versatility of the present approach.

Example 1. A steel pipe

in this example, the cross-section containing the crack is discretized into 6-node

planar elements with three nodes in the d direction of each element and two nodes in the r

direction. The material properties are identical to those used for example 1 of Chapter 2.

They are reproduced here for convenience.

Young's modulus ts2l6.9 GPa. The longitudinal and torsional wave speeds are,

ct = 5.96x103 mf s , c2 = 3.26xI03 mf s

and the iruier radius, Ri,r,,"r, and thickness, ,É1, of the cylinder are chosen to be,

R,u,,ur=38mm, H =5.5mm

Tlrerefore, the ratio of the thickness to the Íìean radius is HIR:0.135 and the Poisson ratio

is v = 0.287. The non-dimensional frequency, Ç), and the non-dimensional wave number,

y, are given as,
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r-r- @ ^,- 6À¿- ¡ / - _0r"Í Çul

where

tE. ta,uI ,l rt Ç*t = 
H

Thus, for a frequency of l))kHz, f) : 1.06.
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The wave spectra and the selection of the incident waves have been discussed in

Chapter 2. Alleyene et al. (1998) presented experimental results in the frequency range of

60 to 85KHz (i.e. A : 0.64 to 0.90). The reflection of the incident L(0,2) mode was

considered for circumferential cracks having different lengths and depths.

Numerical results are presented in this example for the reflection coefficients of

mode-converted waves when the two modes L(0,2) and F(1, 3) are incident separately on

various circumferential cracks. A comparison is also given, whenever possible, with the

experimental results.

First, the convergence of the numerical procedure was tested for different mesh

sizes. The results were compared for several scattering problems. For each case, a different

number of circumferential and axial modes was chosen in the modal expansion to check the

convergence. The incident wave was selected to be the second wave mode, L(0,2), for

which experimental data was available. By comparing successive sums from an increasing

number of terms in the modal expansion, it was found that a mesh havingp : 100 and q:

10000 nodes and M: 11 and N,,: 51 modes for m :0 and N,, : 40 for m : *7, !2, ...,

lM gave acceptable results. Table 3.1 shows the rate of convergence of the series for the

reflection coefficient from a crack having a 50o/o circumferential length and a depth of

0.51L As noted in the previous section, convergence was also tested by checking the energy

conservation. Since attention has been focused here on the reflection and transmission

coefficients, singularities at the crack corners were not taken into account numerically

because they have little effect in the far field. This observation has been verif,ied by

comparison with the experimental results reported in Alleyene et al. (1998).
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After establishing convergence, the mesh size and number of modes were fixed for

the remaining calculations. Reflection coefficients were calculated for two different crack

depths, namely 0.511 and 0.55H.It was found that the results for the 0.55H crack depth

agreed better with the experimental data. Then the percentage error between the

experimental data and the computations was less than 60/o for the 100% circumferential

crack. Using the same mesh and crack depth, the corresponding error for a 50Yo

circumferential crack length was around 10%. This error \¡/as higher than that observed for

the axisymmetrical case. There may be various reasons for this discrepancy. One major

reason could be that the experimental notch had a finite width. Also, there could easily be

inaccuracy in the measured notch depth. Furthermore, the experimental notch may not have

been strictly planar. Consequently, all the results presented here correspond to a crack

depth of 0.55H rather than 0.5H.

The comparison of the experimental and numerical reflection coefficients,

expressed as functions of a frequency ranging from 60kHz Ío 85WIz (i.e. A : 0.64 to 0.90)

for the L(0,2) mode, are shown in Figure 3.3. Results are given for three different cracks

having a length of l0o/o, 50o/o, and 100% along the pipe's circumference. The good

agreement of the results validate the present numerical method.

The reflection and transmission coefficients, 1R62,,,,n1, lToz.,,nl, and 1R13,,,,,1,lT¡,,,,,,1are

shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for a circumferential crack length of 10%. All the reflection

coefficients are very small, less then 0.07 . It is interesting to note that the presence of the

crack has little influence on the incident L(0,2) mode because most of its energy is

transmitted. For the incident ,F(1, 3) mode, on the other hand, most of the transmitted

energy is shared between the F(1, 2) and F(I, 3) modes. The transmitted energy in the
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F(1,2) mode increases with frequency so that, not surprisingly, the F(1,3) mode energy

loses energy with increasing frequency.

Similar results are presented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for the 50olo circumferential

crack length. Again, the transmitted wave field has very similar characteristics to that

produced by the L:10% circumferential crack. However, in the reflected field, lRs2,61l has

the largest value, followed by lR62,62land l-R62,¡11. It is seen that the reflection and

transmission coefficients have a very weak dependence on frequency. This would be

desirable for ultrasonic measurements over long pipes. For the incident mode F(i,3),

Figure 3.7 shows that the reflected amplitude l.Rr¡,rrl is largest, followed by l,Rr:,r¡l and

lRr:,orl. Thus, the asymmetry of the crack causes more energy to go into the bending modes,

as expected.

Results of the reflection and transmission coeffrcients, lRoz,,n,l, lToz,n,,l, as well as

l,Rr¡,,,,| and lTp,,,nl, are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 as functions of the circumferential

crack length for a frequency, f, of 70KHz. The experimental results are also presented in

Figure 3.8. As noted by Alleyne et al. (1998), it is interesting that the reflection coefficient,

lRa,ttl, for k : 0, I : 2, is nearly a linear function of the circumferential crack length. The

same observation holds true for lRoz,orl, l,Rr¡,r¡|, and 1R13,¡rl. it is to be noted that lA¡2,611 is

larger than 1R62,621. For the transmission coefficients, the numerical results given in Figure

3.8 have the interesting feature that lZç2,621 and 1262,611 are also nearly linear functions of I;

the former decreases with increasing Z and the latter increases with Z.

Example 1 is reassessed next to compare the results of employing approximate

eigenvectors in equations (3.1) through (3.4) as opposed to the anallical eigenfunctions.

(See Sections 2.1 and 2.2.) The reflection and transmission coefficients are presented in
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Figure 3.10. The results obtained with the approximate eigenvectors are designated

"present" while the ones found by using the analytical eigenfunctions are labelled

"previous". It can be seen that two sets of the results are in good agreement. Therefore, the

more computationally efficient, approximate eigenvectors are used in the following

example.

Exømple 2. A 2-ply [0"/90"J graphitdepory hollow cylinder

In this example, the cross-section containing the crack is discretized into 9-node,

planar elements. The material properties were given in Table 3.2. They are reproduced

again below for convenience.

Table 3.2 Laminated composite cylinder's material properties (C¡ in GPa). 0o
corresponds to the z direction.

Lamina C¡ Cn Cn Cy C¿¿ p@lcm')

0o Inside 13.92 6.92 6.44 T60.73 7.07 1.8

90o Outside t3.92 6.44 6.92 t3.92 7.07 r.8

As discussed in example 2 of Chapter 2, the scattering of the incoming, propagating ¿(0, l )

and .F(1, 1) modes is considered in a two-ply [0o/90"] graphite/epoxy cylinder. The non-

dimensional frequency, Ç), and the non-dimensional wave numb er, % are given as,
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(3.s 1)

The non-dimensional circumferential crack length, L, and radial crack depth, D, aÍe defined

in equations (3.48) and (3.49). Here H1 : Hz and H : Ht + Hz.It may be noted that there

arethreepropagatingmodesform:0andfiveform:linthefrequencyrangel<O<3.

(See Figure 2.4.) There are fwe propagating modes for 2 < m 1 4, and four for m : 5. For m

:0, the first cutoff frequency is Ç): 2.523.For m: 1, the cutoff frequencies for the 4th and

5rå modes are, respectively,2.525 and2.545',for m:2,they are2.531 and 2.600.

For the numerical results, the thickness to mean radius and non-dimensional radial

crack depth are given by,

H/R:0.1 and D:0.50

so that the crack extends through the thickness of the 90o ply. The non-dimensional

circumferential crack length, L, is varied from l0% to 50% and I00% of the

circumferential length.

The convergence of the numerical results was checked first by considering different

mesh sizes as well as by comparing successive sums for an increasing number of

circumferential and axial wave modes. It was found that a mesh having 16 sublayers in the

radial direction, 10000 segments in the circumferential direction and 23 circumferential

wave numbers (i.e. the No : 30 modes for m: 0 and N,n: 43 modes for I < l*l < 11 where

N, is the number of axial wave number colresponding to the circumferential wave number,

nx, used in the wave mode expansion) generated results that essentially remained

unchanged with additional increases in either number or meshes or number of wave modes.

0'"r=+H' _l, -_>uf H
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Figure 3.11 shows the reflection coefficients for different modes when the incident

mode is I(0, 1). Three different normalized circumferential crack lengths of I0o/o,50o/o, and

I00% are considered. Note that, in the last case, the problem is axisymmetric so that only

the m: 0 modes are excited. Sharp peaks are observed in the reflection coefficients at the

first cutoff frequency, A:2.53. Furthermore, the reflection coefficients are found to be

quite significant for all the propagating modes when m : l. Figure 3.12, on the other hand,

presents the reflection a"nd transmission coeff,rcients as functions of the non-dimensional

crack depth, D, when f):3.0. lRor,ozl and lZ61,61lshow a characteristic monotonic increase

and decrease, respectively, with increasing D. Interestingly, IRor,oll and lTot,ozl a.re

maximum when D equals 0.24 and 0.30, respectively.

Figure 3.13 gives the reflection and transmission coefficients as the crack length

increases. It can be seen that the reflection coefnicients, lRor,onl, increase linearly with the

crack length, L, - a behavior that is similar to that found in example 1. Note that in this

case, however, there are three axisymmetric propagating modes at Q: 3.0.

Results for the m:l incident modes are shown in Figure 3.14. A sharp peak can be

noticed at the first cutoff frequency. The behavior of the reflection and transmission

coefficients is similar, with changes in the crack depth, to the case for m : 0. See in Figure

3.15. Finally, the reflection and transmission coefficients for different crack lengths are

shown in Figure 3.16. lRr1,13l and lTnnl are much stronger than the other coefficients.
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3.5 Concluding Remarks

The scattering of guided waves in a pipe having a planar circumferential crack of

arbitrary circumferential length and radial depth is studied by using a novel solution

technique. In this technique, only the plane of the crack needs to be discretizedby surface

elements. This procedure is much less computationally time demanding than a fully two or

three dimensional finite element analysis. It is found that the numerical results agree well

with available experimental data.

It is shown that the modal representation of scattered and incident fields is sensitive

to the length and depth of a planar crack. The proposed method is extended easily to a more

complex, composite lay-up in cylindrical pipes, because the semi-analytic finite element

method is quite generally applicable. It can be used for arbitrary anisotropy.

In this chapter, planar cracks in a cross section of a circular pipe have been

considered. Other types of cracks that appear in pipelines are oriented axially. The method

presented here would have to be modified to analyze the wave scattering by such cracks.
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Table 3.1: Amplitude of reflection coefficients as a function of the total number of

wave modes for Ç) :0.74, L: 50Vo,D : 0.50.

M N7 lRoz,orl lAoz,ozl IRoz.rrl lÀoz,rzl lÄoz,r¡l

0 51 0.242 0.1 95 N/A N/A N/A

I 131 0.241 0.154 0.161 0.041 0.1 18

2 211 0.254 0.169 0.1 5s 0.034 0.100

J 291 0.237 0.1 53 0.151 0.033 0.099

4 371 0.2s2 0.1 68 0.r52 0.032 0.096

5 451 0.233 0.t47 0.t49 0.032 0.096

6 531 0.240 0.157 0.1 50 0.032 0.096

l 611 0.236 0.t52 0.r49 0.032 0.096

8 69t 0.237 0.1 53 0.t49 0.032 0.096

9 771 0.23s 0.t52 0.149 0.032 0.096

10 851 0.235 0.r52 0.t49 0.032 0.096

11 931 0.235 0.t52 0.149 0.032 0.096
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Figure 3.1. Geometry of a pipe. Rinn"r, inner radius, Rout"r, outer radius; d, crack depth; 0o,

half circumferential crack angle

Figure 3.2. A typical mesh in the cross-section containing the crack. The shadow region
represents the crack
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Figure 3.3. Reflection coeff,rcients for three different crack lengths
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Chapter 4

BEM for Wave Scattering in Cylinders

4.1 Introduction

The boundary element method (BEM) is a numerical procedure derived from the

integral equations describing an engineering problem. The advantageous reduction by

one spatial dimension in a problem's original dimension is the most attractive feature of

the BEM compared with the finite element method. Therefore, only boundary surfaces

and curves need to be discretized for three and two dimensional problems, respectively.

Consequently, in principle, the BEM reduces computational time and increases accuracy.

Moreover, there is no need to discretize an infinite or semi-infinite domain because the

BEM automatically satisfies radiation boundary conditions if the proper Green's

functions are employed. In addition, when Green's functions like those derived in

Chapter 2 are used in the BEM, traction-free boundary conditions are satisfied

automatically on the inner and outer surfaces of a cylinder. Therefore, the boundary
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discretization is simplified fuither. However, unlike the finite element, the BEM

disadvantageously produces equations whose corresponding matrices are fully populated

and non-symmetrical.

4.2 Formulation

Consider a linearly elastic body of volume Z bounded by a regular surface, .1. The

boundary integral equation is given in the frequency domain by (Brebbi a, 1984),

cu(v)",(v)= f [c-(xv)r, (*)-H,(*;v)",(x)]ds(x) * [G,,(*;v)b,(x)ar(x) (4.r)

where z¡(x) and r¡(x) (i : I, 2, 3) are the boundary displacements and tractions,

respectively, and b¡(x) (i : 7,2,3) are the body forces. Gu(x; y) and H¡¡(x; y) represent the

displacement and traction Green's functions, respectively, in theT direction at location x

when a unit point load applied at point y in the i direction. The cu(y) is a discontinuity

term that is defined as,
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I 
U*when y eV andy e S

"u 
(v) =l)u,, when y e s

I O, when y eV and,y ø S

where 6u Q,i = 1,2,3) is the Kronecker delta.

(4.2)

There is generallyno analytical solution for equation (a.1). A numerical solution

procedure for equation (a.1) usually involves the following steps.

1. Boundary ^l is discretized into a series of elements, as illustrated in Figure 4.1,

over which the displacements and tractions are chosen to permit a piecewise

interpolation between nodal points of the boundary elements.
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2. Equation (a.i) is applied, in a discrelized form, to each nodal point, y, of

boundary S. The integrals are computed usually by using a numerical quadrature

scheme over each boundary element. Then a system of linear algebraic equations

is obtained that involve the nodal tractions and displacements.

3. Boundary conditions are imposed so that the nodal values of the traction or

displacement are prescribed in each direction at a node. The ensuing equations

can be solved by utilizing standard methods so that the remaining boundary data

can be found.

4. Calculate the required displacements and forces at specif,red (nodal) points in

domain Zby using equation (4.1).

For three dimensional wave scattering in a cylinder, the boundary surface is

discretized into a number of quadrilateral elements, N. (See Figure 4.2.) Using the

isoparametric element methodology (Bathe, 1982), the approximation of the boundary

displacement and traction is given, for a typical element, by,
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in terms of the local variables -1 < ( and r7 < L Therefore, (o and Ta àÍe the local

coordinates of node number a. The u¡,6¿ àrrd t¡,6 ãÍa the node displacement and traction,

respectively. h:(6,2) is the interpolation function and / is the number of nodes in an

element. The coordinate transformation is given by

u, (*) =fr: (4,n)u,,,, r, (*) = f,r: (é,r),,,,

I

x = I h:(6,rt)x,
a=l

(4.3)

(4.4)

where xø corresponds to the node coordinates in the global coordinate system. Thus, for a

functionf the general transformation is,
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ôf
ô€

ôf
ôr¡

ôf
ôç

f^lÒx dv dz
t-

laE ôË ôt
I

lôx ôy ôz
-t^

I oTl oTl drl
t^lax ov Õzt-
laç ôç ôç

af)
ôrl
Øl=,
ùl
ôfl
Ar)

ôf
ôx

af
ôy

ôf
ôz

(4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

The partial derivatives of the Jacobi matrix, J, are all calculated from relation (4.4).

With the help of the above relations, the differential volume and surface area are

given by,

¿y =laetQ)laqarTaç andd,S = lsl d|ctrt

where vector S is given by,

S = {s,, s, sr}

ôv ôz ôz ôv

' ô€ ôrt ô4 ôrt

ôz ôx ôx ôz
,s2

ô€ ôrt ôË ôrt

ôx õv ôv ôx
c - 

----i- 
---L-"'- a€ ôrt ô€ ôrt

and

(4.e)

The discretized version of equation (4.1) is given, for a boundary node y, by,

NI
cu (v)u,(v)* I I lf H, (é,rt,0;y)h:(6,,t)u¡,"lsla6ar7

n=l a=l -1<6,r<y

N r (4.10)
: II jJ G,(€,rt,o;v)h:(€,?)/r," lsl dédry+uï(v), i,i =t,2,3

n=l a=l -l<€,n<l

where 1/ is the number of elements, å,: (V) is the contribution of the body force from the

iast integral in equation (a.1) and lSl is given in equation (4.9).

lsl=JrÍ+s,'+sj.
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Three linear equations are obtained from equation (4. i 0) for each boundary node,

y. The application of this equation to all the boundary nodes results in equations whose

matrix form is given by,

Hu =Gt+b. (4.1 1)

The vector u corresponds to the boundary node displacements, t involves the boundary

node tractions and matrix H contains the c¡¡(y) tensor as well as the traction kernel

integrals. Matrix G contains the displacement kernel integrals. Moreover, H and G are

composed of block, three by th¡ee matrix elements, Hy and Gy, respectively, so that,

Each row block corresponds to one boundary node and n is the total number of boundary

nodes.

The boundary conditions of the problem are given bV (i) u¡ : û¡ on S,, and (ii) t¡ :

t, on S,. If the displacements are known, equation (4.1 1) can be used to find the tractions

and vice versa. If mixed boundary conditions are given, the system of equations (a.11)

can be reordered so that all the unknowns are on the left-hand side of the equation.

Therefore, the solution of the reordered equations gives the unknown displacements and

tractions.
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4.3 Special Considerations

4.3.1 Evaluation of CPV and Weakly Singular Integrals

It is well known that the boundary integral equation (4.1) contains singular

integrals when the source point, y, is on the boundary of the domain. The diagonal 3 x 3

block matrix, H¡¡, of the H matrix contains the tensor cy as well as the Cauchy principal

value (CPV) integral of the traction kernel. The G¡¡ of matrix G, on the other hand,

contains weakly singular, displacement kernel integrals. The accurate evaluation of these

singular integrals is the key for the successful use of the BEM. Zhu (1996) and Zhu et al.

(1996) developed a numerical procedure that indirectly but simultaneously evaluates the

CPV and weakly singular integrals in a way similar to the rigid-body-movement method

(Cruse, T974 and 1988). However, this technique is designed for the BEM without the

use of the full space Green's functions. Zhuang (1998) applied the method to

axisymmetrical wave scattering in cylinders.

The advantage of the numerical approach of Zhu (1996) andZhu et al. (1996) lies

in using a far-field value of the Green's function instead of the value in the near field. It

is well known that numerical values are unreliable around the source point. They are

much more accurate in the far field. This replacement makes the approach not only stable

but also more accurate. Note that the H and G matrices do not change with the alteration

of the body forces. Therefore once H and G are formed, they can be used for solving

different problems if the domain and boundary element distribution is unchanged.

The numerical approach starts with the concept of artif,rcial sources (usually, point

loads). Assume that an artificial source is applied in the interior of the domain and that
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the displacement and traction Green's functions can be computed at any boundary node

by using the methods presented in Chapter 2. These tractions, together with the artificial

sources, form a complete boundary value problem. If (i) the boundary value problem is

solved with the BEM and the same discretization, and (ii) the CPV and weakly singular

integrals are evaluated accurately, then it is expected that the boundary displacements

should be identical to those from the displacement Green's function. Consider this

problem in a different way. For every boundary node l, assurne that the diagonal 3 x 3

matrices fI¡¡ (hpq, p, Q 
: i, i+1, i+2) and G¡¡ (gpq, p, q : i, i+\, i+2) arc not known but that

the displacement and traction are known. The boundary integral equation (4.11) takes the

form, for a single node i,

h,,,u, + h,,,*ru,*, * h,,,*ru,*, - g¡,¡t¡ = - I h,,¡'¡ *|,5,.¡, * n,
j+i,i+t.¡+? j*i

h,,,,11,+h,-,,*rlt,*r*h¡*r,¡*rü,*r-g¡*t,¡*rti*l=- I h,rr,¡u¡*Lg,*r,rt¡+b,*, (4'13)¡tril ¡ r+¡'l+¡ l+l t+t'I+! I+L o 
,+i,i+r,i+2 j+i+r

h,or,,u, *h,*r,,*ru,*r*h,*r,¡*rü¡*z- gi*z,i*zti*z=- I h,*r,¡u¡+ | g,*r,itr+b,*,
j+i,i+t,i+z j*i+2

where u¡ and t¡ are the displacement and traction Green's functions due to the artificial

sources. The hr¡ and go¡ (p: i, i+1, i+2) at the right side of equation (4.13) are derived

from regular integrals because all the singular integrals are containedin hoo and go, Qt, q

: i, i+I, i+2). There are three equations and twelve unknown hoo and gpq (p, q : i, i*I,

i+2) in equation (4.13) that come from one artificial source. By selecting three more

artificial sources, a system of linear equations can be formulated for the twelve unknowns

âSt
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,l*, -411 h,,, h,*,., h,*r., ) lri \t*t 4ir l
,i*, -ri ll h,,,., h,*r.,*, h,*r.,*,| 
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The ui , n'i*, and ui., @: I,2,3,4) are the displacement components at node i due to the

nth afü{tcial source, ti' , ti*, and ti*, are the corresponding tractions. On the other hand,

ri , r,i, and r,"*, are evaluated by substituting the displacement and tractio n of the n't'

artificial source in the right side of equation (4.13).

4.3.2 Corner Points

When the boundary surface of a domain is not always smooth, special

consideration must be given to the non-smooth surface points because the normal of the

surface has a jump and the tractions are discontinuous at a corner. This discontinuity

makes the computation of the singular integrals more difficult. The numerical procedure

presented in the last section can still be used, however, for discontinuous normals by

incorporating the double node technique illustrated in Figure 4.3. Here, the i and j nodes

have the same spatial position.

4.3.3 Degeneration of the BEM in Crack Problems

An ideal mathematical crack is composed of two surfaces that occupy the same

spatial positions, as shown in Figure 4.4. The displacement at an internal point, y, is

given by (see equation (4.I)),

88

,,(y)= I [o, (*;y)¡, (*)- H,(*;y)u,(x)]as(x)
S+f* +f-

(4.15)

when no body forces are present. ln the last equatiofl, f * 
and f corespond to the upper

and lower crack surfaces which have normals z* and n-, respectively. These two surfaces
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are defined, in the limit, as f whose normal is n*. The displacement and traction Green's

functions at the upper and lower crack surfaces satisff,

Gr(*.;Y)=Gr(*-'v), Hr(*.,y)=-Hr(x-;v), x* € f*, x- e f- ' (4'16)

The change in sign of Hi¡ is due to the change in the direction of the normals of the upper

and lower crack surfaces.
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Define the following two quantities next,

xrr(x) =t¡(x*)+rr(*-), Lu,(x)=u¡(x*)-rr(*-), xer.

Then equation (4.15) becomes, in the limit,

", 
(v) = Ilo,(*; y) t, (*) - H, (*;y)u,(x)] as (x) +

s

J lcu (*'r) rr, (x) - H, (*;v) tu (x)] dr (x).
r

",(v)- nu,(fllz= j[cu (*;y)r, (*)-Hu (*;y)",(x)]ds(x)-

Ir,Gtv)au (x)ar(x)
f

The tractions on the crack surfaces are usually equal and opposite (as, for example, on

traction free crack surface) so that 2 t¡: 0.

Following the general BEM derivation and letting y -+ x on the boundary, the

boundary integral equation for the crack is given by,

(4.r7)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

There are two serious deficiencies that arise from the last equation. First, the solution of

equation (4.19) is not unique. Any set of equal and opposite tractions on the crack

surface, f, results in the same equation and, therefore, an identical solution. Second, there

are two unknown displacements on f, namely Lu¡ and z¡. However, these def,rciencies can

be resolved by utilizing the "multidomain" method which is introduced next.
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4.3.4 Multidomain Technique

The multidomain technique was introduced by Lachat and Watson (1976) for the

BEM. It has been applied successfully to crack problems (Blandford et al., 1981). This

technique is a quite general approach which can be used to analyze large structures,

inhomogeneities, etc. Consider the domain having the crack shown Figure 4.5 as an

illustrative example. The whole domain is split into regions I and 2 so that each region

contains one surface of the crack. Therefore, the boundary of each region has two parts,

namely the interface and the external surfaces, including a crack surface. By applying

boundary integral equation (4.11) to the two regions, the following equations are

produced,

90

Iu(")
L

Here u!") and t!") are

Hr li:i"f 
]= 

[c " "r']{:;
the displacement and traction,

ì] 
. o'"'' a =1,2. (4.20)

respectively, on the interface of

region d, d: l, 2. The b(') i. the external force contribution due to the body force of

region a, Hf) and G!") are the matrix entries corresponding to the nodes on the

interface. The continuity condition on the interface is given by,

u!') = u!t) = ur, tl) = -tf) = ¡, . (4.21)

Applying the interface condition @.21) to equation (a.20) results in the following

equations,

[nt'r Ht') -Gt') 0 
'l

I o Ht') ct') H(')]

o(')

u/

tr

u(t)

= ["", o lJtr't lr f o,', I,-[ o G(')]1r(')l-lo,',1
(4.22)
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The last equation is solved after imposing the boundary conditions such as a zero

traction on the crack surfaces. Then the displacements can be evaluated at specified

internal points through equation (4.10).

4.3.5 Crack-Tip Element

The stress and displacement near a crack tip (or front) has a singularity that

behaves like \f Jr and, Jr, respectively, where r is the distance from the front. This

characteristic behavior can be simulated by using an 8-node, quadrilateral element that

includes nodes at the quarter points of the sides running from the crack front (Henshell

and Shaw 1975 and Barsoum 1976 and 1977). Such a representation is illustrated in

Figure 4.6 where nodes 5 and 7 are located at the quarter points (i.e. they are classified as

quarter nodes).

Let u¡ and v¡ (i : 1,2, ..., 8) be the in plane node displacements. Then the

displacements at a point on the line joining nodes I and2 are,
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u = ur - (3r, t u, - or) E + 2(u, * uz - rr): (4.23)

r:
v = vt -(3v, + v, - 4vr) 

l:.2(v, 
+ v, -Zvr)L Ø.24)

where a is the length of the line and r is the point's distance from the crack front. The

corresponding strains are,

^ _2(u, + u" -2u5) , (3u, -u, + 4ur)__
a 2arlrla

(4.2s)
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c-
(3v, + vo - 4vr) 

n(5r, 
- v, - 3v, - vo - 4v, + 4vu + 4v, - 4vB)

2(-,, + v3 + vo +2v, -2vr) r
ba

and

3u, +uo - 4u, 2(v, +v, -Zvr)
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b

-v2
(4.26)

(4.27)

€,,
ba

-5u, +u, +3u, +uo + 4u, -4uu -4u, + 4u, f
b -\;

2(u, + u, -u, -uo -2u, -Zur) r _3v, + v, - 4v,

cttr ,tl;

where å is the length of the line connecting nodes 1 and 4. The resulting stress

components are derived from the general stress-strain relation. They have a singularity of

O (y n), as expected. Similar results hold for the displacements at a point on the line

joining nodes 3 and 4.

Numerical results arising from the use of the BEM, multidomain method and

singular elements are given in the next section for wave scattering in two differently

cracked cylinders.

4.4 Numerical Applications

The two numerical examples given next demonstrate the versatility of the

modified boundary element method developed previously in this chapter. Example I

considers wave scattering by an axially symmetric crack in a hollow, isotropic cylinder.

Example 2 deals with the problem of a radial-axial crack in a hollow, isotropic cylinder.
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The incident wave arises from a ring-load and a point load in the first and second

example, respectively.

Example I

This example was studied by Zhuang (1998). It is used here to check the proposed

numerical procedure. An infinitely long, homogeneous, isotropic, hollow cylinder is

considered in here whose Poisson ratio, v, is 1/3. The ratio of the thickness to the mean

radius of the cylinder, HlR, is,

Hf R=0.1.

The non-dimensional frequency, f), is defined as,

(4.28)

{2: Ø 
where a--. =Lar"r 'cr H

(4.2e)

and p is the shear modulus whilst p is the mass density. An axis¡rmmetrical,

circumferential surface-breaking, vertical crack is located in the planar section, z : O, of

the cylinder. The crack's depth is half the thickness of the cylinder, as shown in Figure

4.7 . The ring-load is applied in the r-direction on the cylinder's outer surface at z : 5H.

The multidomain technique is adopted to circumvent difficulties caused by the

presence of the crack. Consequently, the cylinder is partitioned into two subdomains with

a vertical, hctitious boundary that extends from the crack front to the cylinder's outer

surface, as shown in Figure 4.7. It should be noted that only half the axisymmetric

cylinder is given in this figure. Quadrilateral element with quarter-nodes, which are

shown as the unblocked circles in Figure 4.7b, are used adjacent to the crack front. The
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boundary element mesh includes 32, quadratic 8-node elements having 112 nodes in each

subdomain. It is distributed uniformly in the circumferential direction. As before, only

four layers are used in the radial direction.

A transparency check is performed initially by evaluating the displacements and

tractions at cross-section z: 0 that are caused by a point load at z :5H. These variables

correspond, in actuality, to the displacement and traction Green's functions obtained in

Chapter 2. The differences between the values found from the BEM and those from the

Green's functions are less than an insignihcant 0.lo/o.

The non-dimensional radial displacement amplitude, lU,l, at the cylinder's outer

surface points (Rou,",,0.05/J) and (Rou¡"r, -5^Í/), which are located in the near and far wave

fields respectively, is presented in Figure 4.9. (Details of the non-dimensionalizations,

which relate not only to the displacements but also to the stresses and tractions, are given

more conveniently in Appendix C.) The legends "BEM (Zhuang 1998)" and "FEM

(Zhuang 1998)", which are used in Figure 4.9, designate the results from a boundary

element method and finite element method that assume axisymmetry apriori. The legend

"BEM þresent study)", on the other hand, indicates the present data obtained from the

boundary element method with a fully three-dimensional capability. ln the latter case, of

course, a problem need not necessarily be axisyrnmetric.

Figure 4.9 shows that, regardless of the numerical approach, results are always in

good agreement apart from a very small discrepancy in the near freld's radial

displacement amplitude for Q just less than the cutoff frequency Ç) : 3.05. This

discrepancy probably arises from the near field response's greater sensitivity to a small

frequency change near a cutofffrequency.
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Although the present approach is more generally applicable, it needs a two-

dimensional boundary surface as opposed to a one-dimensional curve to be discretized.

On the other hand, only four layers are used in the radial direction rather than the thirty

layers employed in the axislnnmetric approach of Zhuang (1998). Fewer layers, of

course, lead to fewer linear equations whose numerical solution, therefore, requires much

less effort. Overall, the present approach demands about a thirty and six times increase in

the computer time and storage needs, respectively, to solve an axisymmetric problem.

Example 2

The cylinder and its material properties considered next are identical to those used

in example 1 of Chapters 2 and 3. Young's modulus is216.9 GPa, the Poisson ratio, u, is

0.287 and the longitudinal and torsional wave speeds are given, respectively, by,

ct=5.96x103 mf s, c2=3.26xI03 mf s .

The inner radius, Ri,,nu,, and thickness, ,ë1, of the cylinder are,

Rirr", =38mm, H :5Smm

so that the ratio of the cylinder's thickness to mean radius, HlR, is 0.135. The non-

dimensional fiequency is given again by equation (4.29). Now / is defined as the axial

crack length and d is the crack's depth which is measured from the cylinder's outer

surface. The non-dimensional crack length, Z, is given by,
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,-l"- H

and the non-dimensional crack depth, D, is,

(4.30)
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o=L.
H
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(4.3 1)

The axially planar crack is located at 0:0o and it is slrnmetrical with respect to the z : 0

plane. The crack's geometry is indicated by the shaded region in Figure 4.8.

The crack's depth in the radial direction, d, is always half the thickness of the

cylinder, H, i.e. D : 0.5 throughout. Three different crack lengths are considered in the

axial direction. They correspond to / equal 0.5H, H and 1.51L The partitioning of the

domain and a typical boundary element mesh are illustrated in Figure 4.8. The unblocked

circles shown in this figure represent the quarter nodes. Subdomains 1 and 2 are both

bounded by the planes z : 0.51 and z : -0.5/ as well as by the cylinder's inner and outer

surfaces, r: Rin,,", and r: Rork,. However, subdomain 1 lies within 0o < 0 < 10o and

subdomain 2 is in the remaining region. As the curved boundaries ï: Ri,,ne, and r: Ro,,,",.

are traction free, they need not be discretized. Thus, the boundary element mesh is

distributed on only four planar surfaces. It has 64, 8-node quadrilateral elements with 224

boundary nodes on each subdomain. More elements are used in the crack surface 0: 0o.

compared with the 0: I0o plane, because the former plane contains the discontinuous

crack front.

An incident wave is introduced in the cylinder by applying a point load at

(Rou,"r, 35o, 0). Four observation points are located at (Ro,,¡",., 35o, 0), (Rou,nr, 8o, 0),

(Rou,",, -8o, 0) and (Ro,,¡"r, -35o, 0). The (Ro,,¡rr, 35o, 0) and (Ro,,,"r,8o, 0) are between the

source point and the crack surface whereas (Rou,",, -8o, 0) and (Rou,",, -35o, 0) are on the

other side of the crack to the source. Therefore, the first two points are in the region of

"reflected" waves and the last two points are affected by the "transmitted" waves. The
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non-dimensional displacement amplitudes in the radial and circumferential directions,

lU,l and lUel, respectively, are presented in Figures 4.10 th¡ough 4.13 at the four

observation points for the three chosen crack lengths. Analogous results for an identical,

crack-free cylinder are also shown in each figure. The frequency range, 0.6 < e¿ < 0.9, is

essentially identical to that used in examples I and 2 of Chapter 3.

Figure 4.10a indicates thatlU,l hardlychanges at(Rs,¡",,35o,0) in 0.6 < e¿ < 0.9

with the introduction of an axial crack, except around {ù : 0.62. Even at Q : 0.62, a

noticeable difference in lU) requires L to be greater than 0.5. A given percentage growth

in Z beyond 0.5 leads to a somewhat higher percentage increase in lU,] so that the

relationship between lU) and Z is not quite linear. Figure 4.i0b, on the other hand,

suggests that the correspondinglUsl has greater sensitivity at more discrete frequencies

than lU,l, especially for L :0.5. However, the greatest change in lU j, with increasing Z,

generally occurs at the few lowest f) of about 0.62, 0.65,0.68 and 0.72. Although lUel

alters most at Ç) : 0.68, when Z grows from zero (the uncracked case) to 0.5, further

enlargements L are distinguished more clearly at Ç) : 0.65 because lU6l increases

monotonically with L there.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 indicate that the behavior of lU) and lul is generally

similar for different e) and L at the two observation points located in the reflected wave

region, (Rou,",, 35o, 0) and (Ro,,",, 8o, 0). The introduction of a crack usually has the

greatest effect in Figure 4.11 below Ç2:0.72. However, lU,.l again has the greatest

growth of all at Ç) : 0.62 when Z increases from 0.5 to 1.5. On the other hand, lU,.l

experiences little change at Ç) : 0.62 with the introduction of the smallest crack length, I

: 0.5, in the crack-free cylinder. Such an introduction is discerned most easily by
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monitoring lUslat CI:0.68 again. However, unlikebefore, an increase inI from 0.5 to

1.0 cannot be distinguished in Figure 4.Il by using lUel at f) : 0.68 or even O : 0.65

eventhoughlu1lchangesmostnoticeablyatf):0.65whenZincreasesfurtherto 1.5.

Therefore, more than one observation position is clearly needed in the reflected wave

region to continuously monitor the introduction and growth of a crack. A comparison of

Figures 4.II and 4.12, as well as Figures 4.10 and 4.13, suggests that the overall behavior

of l(J,l and l(J6l for different f) and Z is little different in the transmitted wave region from

that in the reflected region. Consequently, the detection of a small crack length needs IUB I

to be determined but non-dimensional crack lengths, L, greafer than 0.5 are more readily

apparent by observinglU) at Q: 0.62.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

A boundary element method for generally solving three-dimensional wave

scattering by a crack oriented arbitrarily in a cylinder is developed in this chapter.

However, computational data are presented for only two specific orientations. They

correspond to an axial crack and a circumferential crack. A multidomain technique and 8-

node quadrilateral elements handle the singularity introduced by a crack. Computed

results show good agreement with available data. The determination of both lU,,l and,lUsl

at more than one value of f) and observation point is shown to be necessary to detect the

initiation and growth of an axial crack.
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element -------*

node ---j

Figure 4.1. Discretization of a boundary surface in the BEM.

Figure 4.2. Eight-node quadrilateral element and the global-local coordinate systems
(r, y, z) and ((, 11, o
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\, I

Figure 4.3. Illustrating a corner point configuration and the double node technique

Figure 4.4. Geometry of crack surfaces
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Figure 4.5. Partitioning a cracked domain

Crack surfaces

Figure 4.6. Configuration of a quarter point, crack-tip element. + indicates numbering of
element's nodes
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Subdomain I ,,'/
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A typical element
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(a)

r02

I

(b)

Figure 4.7. Showing (a) a circumferential crack's configuration and partitioning of the

domain, and (b) a typical mesh on the cracked cross-section

Subdomain 2

z
-..-

Crack surface

(0 = 0o)

Subdomain 1

0=10o

Figure 4.8. Illustrating the axial crack's configuration and the partitioning of the domain

(

v
A

terface ----*i
crack front -->i
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Figure.4.9. Radial displacement amplitude at (a) (Rou,",,0.051I) and (b) (Rou,,,, -5tf due
to a ring load at (Ro,,tr,.,5IÐ

BEM (Zhuang 1998)
FEM (Zhuang 1998)
BEM (present study)o

i
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Figure 4.10. Displacement amplitude at (Rou,",,35o, 0) for th¡ee crack lengths and a point
load in the r direction located aT (Rou¡",,35o, 0). (a) Radial displacement,lU,l, and (b) the

circumferential displacement, I Ue 
I

---o- L=0.5

-----r- L=1.0

----*- L=1.5
---x--- No crack
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Figure 4.11. Displacement amplitude at (Rou,",,8o, 0) for three crack lengths and a point
load in the r direction located at (Ro,¡",,35o, 0). (a) Radial displacement,l(J,1, and (b) the

circumferential displa cement, lU sl
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Figure 4.12. Displacement amplitude at (Rou¡",, -8o, 0) for three crack lengths and a point
load in the r direction located at(Rou¡",,35o,0). (a) Radial displacement,l(J,1, and (b) the
circumferential displacement, 

I Ue 
I

-c- L=0.5
---G- L=1.0
#L=1.5
-- x'- - No crack
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Figure 4. 1 3 . Displacement amplitude at (Rsu¡",, -3 5o, 0) for three crack lengths and a point
load in the r direction located at (Rou¡",,35o, 0). (a) Radial displacement,l(J,1, and (b) the

circumferenti al disp la cement, lU 6 |

--e L=0.5
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

An analytical formulation of the dispersion relation in a homogeneous, isotropic

cylinder is studied first. By treating the radial dependence of the displacement as a one-

dimensional finite element model through the thickness of the cylinder, the approximate

dispersion relation of a laminated composite cylinder is formulated as a standard

eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues serve as an initial approximation for an isotropic

cylinder when Muller's method is employed to obtain the exact (refined) solution. Th¡ee

dimensional elastodynamic Green's functions are established in an isotropic or laminated

composite cylinder in terms of the guided wave modes due to a point load.

A novel solution procedure is presented for the scattering of guided waves in a

pipe having a planar circumferential crack of arbitrary circumferential length and radial

depth. In this procedure, the original three dimensional problem is decomposed first into
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a syrnmetric sub-problem and an anti-symmetric sub-problem. Hence, only half the

cylinder needs to be considered. Because the wave functions automatically satisfy the

boundary conditions at the inner and outer curved surfaces as well as the radiation

conditions at infinity, only the plane of the crack needs to be discretized. After employing

a transfer matrix from radius to radius, these two sub-problems can be simplified further

to quasi-one-dimensional problems. This procedure is computationally efficient; it

requires only about 5Yo of the time needed for a fully three dimensional finite element

analysis. The resulting numerical dafa agree well with limited available experimental

data. However, it is shown that the modal representation of the scattered and incident

wave fields is sensitive to the length and depth of a planar crack.

The new method is extended easily to a more complex, composite lay-up in

cylindrical tubes because the semi-analytic finite element method is quite generally

applicable. It can also be used for arbitrary anisotropy. However, the circumferential

crack must be vertical.

A boundary element method for generally solving three-dimensional wave

scattering by a crack oriented arbitrarily in a cylinder is developed in Chapter 4. The

incident wave is taken as a point load. However, computational data are presented for

only two specific orientations, an axial crack and a circumferential crack. A multidomain

technique and 8-node quadrilateral elements handle the singularity introduced by a crack.

Computed results show good agreement with limited available data. The determination of

both the non-dimensional radial and circumferential displacement amplitude, lU,l and

lUel, at more than one value of the non-dimensional frequency, Ç), and observation point

is shown to be necessary to detect the initiation and growth of an axial crack. Although

r09
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the numerical results are presented only for an isotropic cylinder in this thesis, the

method can be extended straightforwardly for a composite cylinder. However, the

method demands about a twenty fold increase in the computational time compared with

the approach described in Chapter 3.

5.2 Recommendations

As a research program whose aim is to develop an efficient and accurate

numerical method for the three-dimensional wave scattering in a cylinder, the following

recommendations are suggested for future work.

1. The numerical data presented in this thesis has been limited to values of Ç) below

five. Further studies are needed when f) is above five.

The numerical techniques presented in Chapter 3 are valid only for a vertical

circumferential crack. They might be extended to a crack having a small

inclination to the vertical by using a (small) perturbation method.

The BEM described in Chapter 4 can be made computationally faster by taking

advantage of the known anal¡ical variations of the Green's functions in a

cylinder's circumferential and axial directions. The computations are presently

performed inefficiently on a point by point basis.

The ìù/ave scattering results given in Chapter 4 should be validated

experimentally.

2.

J.

4.
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Appendix A

Propagator Matrix for an Isotropic Cylinder

For a hollow cylinder, the propagator matrix defined in

a combination of Hankel functions. The first three columns

equation (2.22) are defined by,

Q, ?) = T 
t 

^ 
(ar) - az,,u (ar)

Q"(r) = 62,,,.t(pr)

g,?):Y2,,,(pr)
r

Q^(r):Y2,,(or)

Q.(r): -i62,,.t(pr)

O. (r) = -T t,,, ( pr) * p 2,,., (pr)

Q,,('): -i42,,,(ar)

O.(r) = -tBz,(Þr)

Qu(r)=o

t17

Chapter 2 is expressed as

of the Q¡, matnx used in
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o^ (,) = r{lt+t + 4' - o'], ^ 
(ar) +?, ^^,"",}

e*(,) = zp6 
{Ot. f ø,1-i ,,,.,10,)l

o* (,) = ry {T z 
^ 

(Þ,) - þ z,n *t @ Ò}

e,, (,) : ry {T 2,, (ar) - d 2.,*, @,)}

e, (,) = ¡ p€ 
{- 

o t ^ @ Ò.?þP, -., (p Ò}

o, (,) = r{lu "P]r., 0,, -7, ^., 
(pÒ}

e, (r) -- zi tt6 
{- î t . @r) + ãz ,,*t f"r)\

O* (,) =, o{- # 2,, (pr) * (p' - €') 2,,,*, @Ò}

i18

and

g*(r): !4Ë 2,,(þr)
r

(A.i)

where 2,,,=HÍ1,) andm is the circumferential wave number. The other three columns of

the Q¡ matrix, which correspond to j : 4, 5, 6, can be obtained from the first three

columns by replacing the Hankel function A!)) AV Uf) .tn"propagator matrix for the Ët'

sublayer is defined in equation (2.22).It is given by,

P* : Qr*,Qi' (A.2)

where
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eo -- lQ,,(q )],"., eu*, : leu("-., )],.,

For a solid cylinder, the innermost core is treated differently. Suppose .Rp is the

radius of the innermost core. Then the stiffness matrix, K, in equation(2.27) is given, at

layer r: Ro,by,

K: TR-l (A.3)

where

and Zrr: Jor.

The dispersion relation defined in equations (2.30) and (2.31) for a hollow and

solid cylinder can be evaluated through the matrices given in equations (4.2) and (4.3),

respectively.
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[ø, (n,) e,,(Ro) e,,(&).l I o^,(no) Ø, (n.) ø, (&)l
n=lø,(n.) e,,(R,) ø,(n.)1, r=10,,(n,) e,,(Ro) e,,(R,) I

Lø, (^. ) e,, (n,) ø, (n, )l 10., (^. ) 0., ( R, ) 0,, ( R. )l
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Appendix B

Specific Form of the Matrices in Equations (3.14) and (3.20)

The following matrices,

crack, are detailed here.

which are used in Chapter 3 for wave scattering by a

Fá,,,,, (8.1)

F.{. = (8.2)

(8.3)
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uå,,,.,

,m2

,m2

- ¡n2

,tnl

,ntl

u

u

u

,tttl

u¡t

u.t̂¿

Px"N,,, i=fr?

I
l. c"'.t"',

l

, i=rr0rz

iPc

(8.4)
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(8.5)

(8 6)

The quantities appearing in the about matrices are the forces, f,,,^h f7n,,,t, fzn.n¡, ãs

well as the displacements, Ltrtt,nil, tttt,ntt, u"r,r,¡, which correspond to the circumferential

wave number, m. Moreover, z is node number in radial direction and i is the axial wave

number.
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Appendix C

Dimensional Analysis of Green's Functions in a Cylinder

Ecluation Section 3The equations of harmonic motion for linear, isotropic

elasticity are,

r22

oü,j * ¡. =-pazu,

o, = truo,o5u +Z¡te,

t, \
s,i = ,\u,'i 

+u¡',)

(c.1)

(c 2)

(c 3)

where )" and p are the Lame constants, p is the mass density, ø is the circular frequency,f

is the body force per volume, u¡ is the displacement, and o¡, €¡¡ are the stress and strain

tensor, respectively. The dimension of each variable in equation (C.1) is,

lu,l= *,lo,l=#,lfl, =fi ,lrl=ï, lry=lpl=#, lnl=ff. (c 4)

Suppose ll is the thickness of the cylinder. lntroduce the following non-dimensional

quantities,

R=L. z =LH' H
(c.s)
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with

t23

u.= î,ti s o¡

H' , p
(c.o)

(c.e)

(c.7)

Then the equations of motion in the non-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system (R, e,

Z) canbe written as,

2¡,¡ * F, = -Ç)'(J,. (C'S)

Here, differentiations are evaluated in the non-dimensional coordinate (R, 0, Q and

,^= lLandf) -'H' \P ca

F, = L .f,.p

Thus, the displacement and stress Green's functions, U¡ and Ði¡, àre obtained by letting .F,

: I (a non-dimensional value).


